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Topikì Sm no galaxi¸nOi kuriìteroi stìqoi th paroÔsa diatrib  e�nai oi ex :1. H diereÔnhsh th qwrik  katanom  twn astrik¸n plhjusm¸n twn geitoni-k¸n galaxi¸n, kai eidik¸tera mèro tou astrikoÔ plhjusmoÔ o opo�o ana-mènetai na parathrhje� apì to dorufìro Gaia. Pio sugkekrimèna, melet¸ntaito Mikrì kai to Meg�lo Nèfo tou Maggel�nou, kaj¸ kai èxi akìma n�noian¸maloi galax�e tou TopikoÔ Sm nou galaxi¸n: O NGC 6822, o WLM,o IC10, o Phoenix, o Sextans A kai o Sextans B. Oi katanomè aut¸n twnastèrwn sumperilamb�nontai sta exwgalaxiak� antike�mena ta opo�a prìkei-tai na prosomoiwjoÔn sta pla�sia th proetoimas�a tou dorufìrou Gaia.Sto pla�sio aut  th èreuna melet�tai h aktinik  katanom  th puknìthtatwn anwtèrw galaxi¸n me stìqo th sÔgkrish me ta epikratèstera jewrhtik�montèla th galaxiak  dunamik .2. H efarmog  th parap�nw diereÔnhsh sto Montèlo tou SÔmpanto (Uni-
verse Model) apotele� mèro th summetoq  th Ellhnik  om�da touEKPA sthn proetoimas�a gia thn diasthmik  apostol  tou dorufìrou Gaia(apì thn Eurwpaðk  om�da DPAC, Data proceeding and Analysis Consor-
tium). Sto pla�sio aut  th sunergas�a ja paradojoÔn pro prosomo�wshastriko� kat�logoi twn Nef¸n tou Maggel�nou. Oi kat�logoi auto� ja peri-èqoun m�a seir� paramètrwn gia k�je astèra, ìpw gia par�deigma ta megèjh
B, V , I kai G, h orj  anafor� kai h apìklish, to qr¸ma V −I, h apìstash,h aktinik  taqÔthta, h id�a k�nhsh, h epifaneiak  barÔthta (log g), h energìjermokras�a (Teff ), h metallikìthta ([Fe/H]), h epaÔxhsh swmatid�wn α (αenhanement - [α/Fe]) kai h ex�leiyh tou fwtì (extinction - AV ).Topikì Sm no galaxi¸nTo Topikì Sm no galaxi¸n, h �mesh geitoni� ma, e�nai h om�da twn galaxi¸nsthn opo�a sqhmat�sthke kai exel�ssetai o Galax�a ma. O Galax�a ma kai hAndromèda (M31) e�nai oi dÔo kur�arqoi speiroeide� galax�e sto Topikì Sm no,kai k�je èna apì autoÔ perib�lletai apì dorufìrou galax�e mikrìterh m�za.To Topikì Sm no moi�zei me èna sunhjismèno sÔsthma n�nwn galaxi¸n poukuriarqe�tai apì tou dÔo gigantia�ou speiroeide� galax�e, ton Galax�a ma kaiton M31. Parìla aut� èqei idia�terh shmas�a gia tou astronìmou sth Gh. HeggÔthta tou TopikoÔ Sm nou galaxi¸n kajist� ta mèlh tou idanik� shme�a ana-for� gia th melèth th dhmiourg�a kai th exèlixh twn galaxi¸n, epeid  e�nai tamìna sust mata ìpou h akr�beia kai o ploÔto twn parathrhsiak¸n dedomènwn maepitrèpei na ta katano soume me ènan epark¸ axiìpisto trìpo (Tosi 2003). Ta25 teleuta�a qrìnia èqei up�rxei èna pl jo dhmosieÔsewn pou asqoloÔntai me th
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PERILHYHqhmik  exèlixh twn n�nwn galaxi¸n. En¸ oi perissìteroi suggrafe� sumfwnoÔnpw h arqik  sun�rthsh m�za stou galax�e autoÔ e�nai arket� parìmoia me thsun�rthsh Salpeter, tìso sta sust mata astrogènnesh ìso kai sthn Ôparxh ga-laxiak¸n anèmwn, diaforetikè ereunhtikè om�de èqoun katal xei se diaforetik�sumper�smata. Oi diaforopoi sei autè ofe�lontai sthn anep�rkeia parathrhsia-k¸n dedomènwn.MetaxÔ twn n�nwn galaxi¸n tou TopikoÔ sm nou, ta Nèfh tou Maggel�noue�nai oi plhsièsteroi ston Galax�a ma. An kai h shmas�a tou e�nai pollapl ,Epiplèon, mporoÔme na tou qrhsimopoi soume gia na katano soume �llou gala-x�e, oi opo�oi e�nai polÔ makrino� gia opoiod pote e�do analutik  melèth. TaNèfh tou Maggel�nou e�nai jemeli¸dou shmas�a gia th bajmonìmhsh twn exw-galaxiak¸n apost�sewn. ApoteloÔn m�a apì ti l�ge eukair�e pou èqoume gia nasugkr�noume sp�nia antike�mena, ìpw oi lamprìteroi mple uperg�gante astère,oi metablhto� astère, ta astrik� sm nh kai oi perioqè ionismènou udrogìnou, mekoin� astèria parìmoia me ton 'Hlio, kai ìla sthn �dia apìstash kai sqetik� ane-phrèasta apì th mesoastrik  skình. Sth sunèqeia, kai me akribe� bajmonom seian� qe�ra, mporoÔme me axiopist�a na proqwr soume sth melèth pio apomakru-smènwn susthm�twn, stou opo�ou mporoÔme na èqoume prìsbash mìno sta polÔlampr� antike�mena.H apostol  GaiaTo 2013 h episthmonik  koinìthta anamènei thn ektìxeush tou dorufìrou Gaia.Prìkeitai gia ènan astrometrikì dorufìro, h ègkrish tou opo�ou pragmatopoi- jhke to 2000 apì thn epitrop  episthmonik¸n programm�twn tou Eurwpa"ıkoÔOrganismoÔ Diast mato (ESA). Se ant�jesh me ti apostolè HST kai SIM,ìpou oi parathr sei g�nontai me b�sh m�a l�sta proepilegmènwn antikeimènwn, odorufìro Gaia ja sar¸sei susthmatik� kai epaneilhmmènw ton ouranì, pragma-topoi¸nta kat�autìn ton trìpo m�a eurÔterh astrofusik  èreuna.H fwtometr�a tou dorufìrou HST, kaj¸ kai h fasmatoskop�a twn thlesko-p�wn th t�xh twn 10 mètrwn, epètreyan th montelopo�hsh th qhmik  exèlixhtwn n�nwn galaxi¸n tou TopikoÔ Sm nou, kai m�lista asfalèstera apì thn an-t�stoiqh sth geitoni� tou 'Hliou. Mpore� loipìn h apostol  Gaia na mhn e�nai sejèsh na sunagwniste� ta sugkekrimèna ìrgana, all� ja par�sqei (i) th dunatìthtana pragmatopoi sei m�a astrometrik  èreuna ìlou tou ouranoÔ, (ii) to monadikìsunduasmì se èna diasthmikì sk�fo tri¸n org�nwn, tou astrometrikoÔ ped�ou
AF, twn fasmatogr�fwn qamhl  an�lush BP/RP, kai tou fasmatogr�fou uyh-l  an�lush RVS, kai (iii) ton ter�stio arijmì antikeimènwn kai parathr sewnpou epitrèpoun na epiteuqje� h akr�beia th jèsh ter�stiou pl jou ouran�wnswm�twn, apofèronta statistik  shmantikìthta.
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Sumper�smataParìlo pou to �meso pro"ıìn th apostol  Gaia ja e�nai m�a astrometrik  kaifwtometrik  èreuna uyhl  akr�beia mèqri to mègejo V = 20mag, oi episthmoni-ko� stìqoi e�nai polÔ eurÔteroi kai uposthr�zontai apì m�a ter�stia episthmonik koinìthta. H poikil�a twn episthmonik¸n stìqwn tou dorufìrou Gaia apaite� m�aidiaitèrw per�plokh proetoimas�a tìso th diasthmik  apostol , ìso kai thanagwg  twn dedomènwn. Gia na antimetwpiste� h prìklhsh aut , h episthmo-nik  koinìthta kai h ESA xek�nhsan m�a koin  prosp�jeia gia na dhmiourg sei thnom�da epexergas�a dedomènwn, (DPAC, Data Processing and Analysis Consor-
tium) h opo�a kai ja parad¸sei ta endi�mesa kai ta telik� episthmonik� pro"ıìnta.H an�ptuxh enì sust mato logismikoÔ kat�llhlou na kalÔyei ti an�gke pro-somo�wsh tou DPAC, den apaite� mìno thn ep�rkeia sthn teqnolog�a logismikoÔ,all� kai m�a isqur  episthmonik  sunist¸sa pou ja diasfal�sei ìti to sÔsthmalogismikoÔ ja ikanopoi sei tou episthmonikoÔ stìqou.To Montèlo tou SÔmpanto (Universe model) pou èqei  dh anaptuqje� gia tian�gke twn prosomoi¸sewn th apostol , apotele�tai apì èna sÔnolo algo-r�jmwn gia ton upologismì th jèsh an� p�sa stigm , kaj¸ kai twn idiot twn,k�je antikeimènou pou prìkeitai na parathrhje� apì ta ìrgana tou dorufìrou
Gaia. Oi katanomè twn antikeimènwn aut¸n kai h statistik  twn parathroÔme-nwn paramètrwn prèpei na e�nai ìso to dunatìn perissìtero realistikè, ¸ste oiprosomoi¸sei na e�nai qr sime sthn ekt�mhsh th thlemetr�a, sti dokimè twnlogismik¸n, thn prosomo�wsh eikìnwn klp. Prìkeitai na prosomoiwjoÔn antike-�mena tou HliakoÔ sust mato (plan te, dorufìroi, asteroeide�, kom te), ga-laxiak� antike�mena (astère, nefel¸mata, astrik� sm nh, di�quto fw) kai exw-galaxiak� antike�mena (�stra geitonik¸n galaxi¸n, galax�e kai quasars, AGN,exwgalaxiako� uperkainofane�). Gia ta prosomoiwmèna antike�mena apaite�tai htrisdi�stath qwrik  tou katanom , ta fasmatik� tou qarakthristik� (gia tonupologismì th fwtometr�a kai th fasmatoskop�a, tìso qronik� stajer� ìsokai metaballìmena), kai oi kin sei tou (gia astrometrikoÔ upologismoÔ kai fa-smatikè diorj¸sei). Ja prosomoiwje� ep�sh to fainìmeno twn barutik¸n fak¸ngia astère kai gia galax�e.Sumper�smataTa apotelèsmata th paroÔsa diatrib  mporoÔn na diaqwristoÔn se dÔo kath-gor�e, oi opo�e antistoiqoÔn stou dÔo proanaferjènte kÔriou stìqou, kaie�nai ta ex :1. Melet jhke h qwrik  katanom  twn astrik¸n plhjusm¸n tou MikroÔ kai touMeg�lou Nèfou tou Maggel�nou, kaj¸ kai èxi akìma n�nwn an¸malwngalaxi¸n tou TopikoÔ Sm nou galaxi¸n: Tou NGC 6822, tou WLM, tou

IC10, tou Phoenix, tou Sextans A kai tou Sextans B.
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PERILHYH
• Dhmiourg jhkan q�rte isoplhj¸n kampul¸n kai diagr�mmata aktini-k  epifaneiak  puknìthta twn parap�nw galaxi¸n, basismèna sededomèna apì th bibliograf�a.
• Upolog�sthkan par�metroi dom  twn parap�nw galaxi¸n apì thn pro-sarmog  jewrhtik¸n montèlwn sta diagr�mmata aktinik  epifaneiak puknìthta.
• Diapist¸jhke pw parìlo pou ta nèfh tou Maggel�nou jewroÔntaiw an¸maloi galax�e, qwr� k�poia profan  aktinik  summetr�a, oi gh-raiìteroi plhjusmo� sumperifèrontai w elleiptiko� galax�e me summe-trik  dom 
• Epibebai¸jhke to gegonì pw h tim  th kl�maka m kou (scale length)tou ekjetikoÔ d�skou tou Meg�lou Nèfou tou Maggel�nou e�nai pe-r�pou dipl�sia th ant�stoiqh tim  tou MikroÔ Nèfou tou Magge-l�nou.
• Diapist¸jhke pw up�rqei èna sÔsthma near¸n antikeimènwn ta opo�ae�nai perissìtero sugkentrwmèna sthn kentrik  perioq  tou Meg�louNèfou tou Maggel�nou, katanemhmèna sqedìn k�jeta sto elleiptikìsÔsthma tou ghraioÔ plhjusmoÔ, ìpw parathre�tai stou q�rte iso-plhj¸n kampul¸n apì to 2MASS kai ton kat�logo twn astèrwn �n-jraka.
• Katade�qjhke pw up�rqoun dÔo sust mata astèrwn �njraka sto Me-g�lo Nèfo tou Maggel�nou, me akt�na pur na (core radius) �sh me

3.3 ± 0.1deg kai 0.9 ± 0.1deg gia tou amudroÔ kai tou lamproÔastère �njraka, ant�stoiqa. 'Ena tètoio diaqwrismì proèkuye ep�shkai sti kl�make Ôyou (scale height) me b�sh èna ekjetikì montèlo, metimè 1.69±0.07deg kai 0.98±0.05deg, ant�stoiqa, apokalÔptonta ènakentrikì sÔsthma ìpou eur�skontai oi astère �njraka meg�lh m�za.2. Ta apotelèsmata th parap�nw melèth gia thn per�ptwsh twn Nef¸n touMaggel�nou br kan efarmog  sto Universe model tou dorufìrou Gaia, stapla�sia th proetoimas�a th sugkekrimènh apostol .
• 'Egine emperistatwmènh diereÔnhsh ìlwn twn uparqìntwn dedomènwn seastrikoÔ kat�logou twn Nef¸n tou Maggel�nou apì th bibliogra-f�a, ¸ste na eureje� o kalÔtero kat�logo pou ja qrhsimopoihje� stiprosomoi¸sei gia tou geitonikoÔ galax�e, �stra twn opo�wn prìkei-tai na parathrhjoÔn apì ton dorufìro Gaia. Oi prosomoi¸sei autèapoteloÔn tm ma twn prosomoi¸sewn twn exwgalaxiak¸n antikeimènwn,sta pla�sia th proetoimas�a tou dorufìrou Gaia.
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Dom  diatrib 
• Sta pla�sia tou pio p�nw basikoÔ stìqou th diatrib , paradìjhke toapaitoÔmeno pro prosomo�wsh ulikì twn Nef¸n tou Maggel�nou sthnkat�llhlh morf , sto pla�sio twn upoqre¸sewn ma gia to Universe

model tou dorufìrou Gaia.
Dom  diatrib H paroÔsa diatrib  apotele�tai apì tèssera kÔria mèrh. H dom  th perigr�fetaiperaitèrw sta parak�tw: To eisagwgikì pr¸to mèro parèqei m�a episkìphsh (1oKef�laio) twn galaxi¸n tou TopikoÔ Sm nou pou epelèghsan gia th diereÔnhs ma kai parousi�zei ta jewrhtik� montèla pou perigr�foun th qwrik  katanom  twndiafìrwn astrik¸n sunistws¸n twn galaxi¸n (2o Kef�laio). M�a perissìteroanalutik  episkìphsh th apostol  Gaia d�netai sto 3o Kef�laio.Sto deÔtero mèro parousi�zoume ta apotelèsmata apì th montelopo�hsh thqwrik  katanom  astrik¸n plhjusm¸n twn Nef¸n tou Maggel�nou. To 4o Ke-f�laio perilamb�nei m�a episkìphsh tou sust mato twn Nef¸n tou Maggel�nou.Sto 5o Kef�laio g�netai perigraf  twn dedomènwn sqetik� me ta Nèfh tou Magge-l�nou, ta opo�a  tan arqik¸ diajèsima. Parousi�zontai ep�sh oi phgè twn dedo-mènwn ta opo�a epelèghsan b�sei twn apait se¸n ma. Sto 6o Kef�laio parousi-�zontai ta apotelèsmata th montelopo�hsh arket¸n astrik¸n om�dwn diafìrwnhliki¸n twn Nef¸n tou Maggel�nou. Se aut� sumperilamb�nontai kai diagr�m-mata megèjou-qr¸mato, q�rte isoplhj¸n kampul¸n kai diagr�mmata aktinik epifaneiak  puknìthta.To tr�to mèro perièqei dÔo Kef�laia. Sto 7o Kef�laio d�netai m�a sÔntomhperigraf  th mon�da suntonismoÔ (coordination unit) th Koinoprax�a An�lu-sh kai Epexergas�a Dedomènwn tou dorufìrou Gaia (Gaia Data Processing
and Analysis Consortium), h opo�a e�nai upeÔjunh gia ti prosomoi¸sei twn de-domènwn. Parèqetai ep�sh kai m�a perigraf  tou Montèlou tou SÔmpanto toudorufìrou Gaia. Sto 8o Kef�laio parousi�zetai h suneisfor� ma sto Mon-tèlo tou SÔmpanto tou dorufìrou Gaia, h opo�a sun�statai sthn efarmog  twndedomènwn twn Nef¸n tou Maggel�nou.To tètarto mèro parousi�zetai h melèth th qwrik  katanom  twn astèrwnse èxi n�nou an¸malou galax�e tou TopikoÔ Sm nou galaxi¸n me th mejodo-log�a pou anaptÔqjhke sto kef�laio 2 gia ta Nèfh tou Maggel�nou. Sto 9oKef�laio d�netai m�a eisagwg  gia tou galax�e autoÔ, sumperilambanomènwntwn idiot twn tou kai twn apotelesm�twn apì prohgoÔmene èreune sth biblio-graf�a. To 10o Kef�laio perigr�fei thn èreuna (LGGS) h opo�a parèqei ta fw-tometrik� dedomèna twn galaxi¸n tou de�gmatì ma. Sto 11o Kef�laio parou-si�zontai ta apotelèsmata th montelopo�hsh th astrik  katanom  stou èxi
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PERILHYHparap�nw n�nou an¸malou galax�e. Se aut� sumperilamb�nontai kai diagr�m-mata megèjou-qr¸mato, q�rte isoplhj¸n kampul¸n kai diagr�mmata aktinik epifaneiak  puknìthta.Sto teleuta�o mèro th diatrib  perièqontai genik� sqìlia, idèe gia perai-tèrw diereÔnhsh sto �dio antike�meno, kaj¸ kai kat�logoi ìlwn twn eikìnwn kaitwn pin�kwn th diatrib  kai oi anaforè.
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Local Group of galaxies

Local Group of galaxies

The Local Group, our immediate neighbourhood, is the group of galaxies in
which our Galaxy, the Milky Way, formed and is evolving. The Milky Way and
the Andromeda galaxy (M31) are the two dominant spiral galaxies in the LG,
and each is surrounded by an entourage of lower mass companions.

It looks like an ordinary collection of dwarf galaxies dominated by two giant
spirals. However for astronomers on Earth it is special. The proximity of Local
Group galaxies makes them the ideal benchmarks to study galaxy formation and
evolution, because they are the only systems where the accuracy and the wealth
of observational data allows us to understand them in a sufficiently reliable way
(Tosi 2003). In the last 25 years there has been a wealth of papers dealing with
the chemical evolution of dwarfs: a rather frustrating challenge, if one considers
how inconsistent with each other the results of these papers have been. While
most authors agreed that the initial mass function in these galaxies is fairly
similar to Salpeter’s, both on the star formation regimes and on the existence of
galactic winds, different groups have reached very different conclusions. These
inconsistencies are due to the lack of adequate observational data.

Among the Local Group dwarf galaxies the Magellanic Clouds are the nearest
to our Galaxy. Their importance is many-fold but two aspects especially stand
out. First, they act as a guide to our own Milky Way galaxy as to how it
would appear if we could view it from a vantage point high above its dusty disk.
Second, we can make use of them to understand other galaxies far too remote for
any sort of detailed study. The Magellanic Clouds are fundamentally important
for the calibration of the extragalactic distance scale. They represent one of
the few opportunities we have to compare rare objects like the most luminous
blue supergiant stars, variable stars, star clusters, and HII regions directly with
common stars similar to the Sun, all at the same distance and all comparatively
unobscured by interstellar dust. With firm calibrations in hand, we can then
confidently proceed to more distant systems where only the very brightest objects
may be accessed.

The Gaia mission

In 2013 the scientific community expects the launch of Gaia. It is an astrometric
satellite, which was approved by ESA’s Science Programme Committee in 2000.
Unlike HST and SIM, which are pointing instruments observing a preselected list
of objects, Gaia is a scanning satellite that will repeatedly survey in a systematic
way the whole sky, making possible broader astrophysical investigations.

HST photometry and 10 m class telescope spectroscopy allowed modelling
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the chemical evolution of dwarf galaxies in the Local Group even more safely
than that of the solar neighbourhood. The Gaia mission might not be able to
compete with these instruments, but what it will provide beyond sheer measure-
ment accuracy is (i) its capability to perform an all-sky and sensitivity limited
absolute astrometric survey, (ii) the unique combination into a single spacecraft
of the three instruments, AF astrometric field, BP/RP low-resolution spectro-
photometres and RVS radial-velocity spectrometre, (iii) the huge number of ob-
jects and observations which allow the accuracy on single objects to be achieved
on very large samples, thus yielding statistical significance.

Whereas the direct product of the Gaia mission will be a highly accurate
astrometric and photometric survey to V = 20 mag, the science goals are much
broader and account for the support of a large scientific community. The diversity
of the science goals for Gaia requires a very complex mission and data reduction
preparation. To cope with the challenge, the scientific community, together with
ESA, started a joint effort to set up a data processing ground segment comprising
a single processing pipeline which will deliver the intermediate and final mission
science products. The development of a software system capable of covering the
simulation needs of the Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC)
requires not only software engineering competence alone; a strong scientific com-
ponent is also needed to ensure that the system fulfills the scientific goals.

A Universe Model is developed for the simulation needs of the mission. It is
a set of algorithms for computing the positions at any time, and observational
properties of any objects expected to be observed by the Gaia instruments. The
distributions of these objects and the statistics of observables should be as re-
alistic as possible for simulations to be usable for estimating telemetry, testing
software, simulating images, etc. Solar system objects (planets, satellites, as-
teroids, comets), Galactic objects (stars, nebulae, stellar clusters, diffuse light)
and extra-galactic objects (neighbour galaxies resolved in stars, unresolved but
extended remote galaxies and quasars, AGN, extra-galactic supernovae) will be
simulated. For each of these simulated objects one needs to have their three-
dimensional spatial distribution together with their spectral characteristics (for
computing photometry and spectroscopy, stable or variable in time), and their
motions (for astrometric computations and for spectral corrections). Gravita-
tional lensing for stars and galaxies are also to be simulated.

Main goals
The goals of the current study are:

1. the investigation of the spatial distribution of stellar populations in nearby
galaxies, expected to be resolved in stars by Gaia. These are part of the
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extra-galactic objects to be simulated in the framework of the Gaia mission
preparation. The main targets are the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds,
along with six dwarf irregular galaxies in the Local Group - NGC 6822,
WLM, IC10, Phoenix, Sextans A and Sextans B.

2. the implementation of results from this investigation in the Gaia Universe
Model. Catalogues of stars known to be part of both the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds and their characteristics (B, V , and I magnitudes) are to
be provided to be used for simulations, including parameters such as Right
Ascension, Declination, V magnitude, V − I colour, G magnitude, distance,
radial velocities, proper motions, surface gravity log g, effective tempearture
Teff , metallicity [Fe/H], α enhancement [α/Fe], and extinction AV .

Main results

The results of the current study can be divided in two categories, according to
the main goals presented above:

1. The spatial distribution of stellar populations in nearby galaxies was stud-
ied. The main targets were the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds and
additionally six dwarf irregular galaxies in the Local Group - NGC 6822,
WLM, IC10, Phoenix, Sextans A and Sextans B.

• Isopleth contour maps and radial surface density profiles of several
dwarf irregular galaxies in the Local Group have been produced, based
on data from the literature;

• Structural parameters have been obtained for these galaxies by fitting
theoretical models to the stellar radial surface density distribution;

• Although the Magellanic Clouds are assumed to be irregular galaxies,
our results suggest that the older populations appear to behave as
tidally truncated systems, even if they do not show obvious radial
symmetry;

• It is confirmed that the exponential disk scale length of the LMC is
about twice the SMC value;

• It was shown that there is a system of young objects more concen-
trated in the central region of the LMC with a position angle nearly
perpendicular to the other system - this is observed in the isopleth
maps from both 2MASS and the carbon stars catalogue;
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• From the carbon stars in the LMC, it was shown that two different
systems exist with a core radius of 3.3 ± 0.1 deg for the faint and
0.9 ± 0.1 deg for the bright carbon stars. An exponential model also
shows such a difference in the scale height, 1.69±0.07 deg and 0.98±0.05
deg, respectively, revealing a smaller central system of more massive
carbon stars.

2. The results of this study were used to implement Magellanic Clouds data in
the Gaia Universe Model in the framework of the Gaia mission preparation.

• Catalogues of stars known to be members of both Magellanic Clouds
have been obtained from the literature and their characteristics have
been provided for the simulation of nearby galaxies, resolved in stars
by Gaia. These are part of the extra-galactic objects to be simulated
in the framework of the Gaia mission preparation;

• Within the second goal of the project, we provided the requested ma-
terial in appropriate format that were adopted for the simulations of
the Magellanic Clouds in the framework of the Gaia Universe Model.

Structure
The Thesis is divided in four main parts. The structure is further described
below.

The introductory Part I provides an overview (Chapter 1) of the Local Group
galaxies census in connection with our investigation and presents the theoretical
models describing the spatial distribution of various stellar components in the
galaxies (Chapter 2). A more detailed overview of the Gaia mission is given in
Chapter 3.

In Part II we present the results from modelling the spatial distribution
of some stellar populations in the Magellanic Clouds. Chapter 4 includes an
overview of the Magellanic System. Chapter 5 describes the data available at
the start of the project for the Magellanic Clouds. The data sources are pre-
sented which were selected based on our requirements. In Chapter 6 are shown
the results from modelling several age groups in the Large and Small Magellanic
Clouds, including colour-magnitude diagrams, isopleth contour maps and radial
surface density profiles.

Part III contains two chapters. Chapter 7 gives a short description of the
coordination unit of the Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Consortium respon-
sible for data simulations and a description of the Gaia Universe Model itself.
Chapter 8 presents our contribution to the Gaia Universe Model consisting in the
implementation of Magellanic Clouds data.
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In some aspects Part IV is analogous to Part II. It presents the study of the
stellar spatial distribution in six dwarf irregular galaxies of the Local Group.
Chapter 9 gives an introduction of the galaxies, including their properties and
results from previous investigations from the literature. Chapter 10 describes
the survey (LGGS) which provides the photometric data for the galaxies in our
sample. Chapter 11 shows the results from modelling the stellar distribution in
these six dwarf irregular galaxies, including colour-magnitude diagrams, isopleth
contour maps and radial surface density profiles.

The final part of the Thesis contains the concluding remarks, some ideas for
future work on the subject, as well as lists of all the figures and tables in the
Thesis and the References.
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Part I

Introduction
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Part I is devoted to the overview of this thesis, which has three aspects - i)
the astronomical objects which are the subjects of the current investigation, ii)
the methods used in the process, and iii) the tool which is going to be used to
observe these objects and is going to be improved due to input from the current
investigation.

A short description of our Local Group of galaxies is given in Chapter 1.
The content, structure and general properties are presented, as well as common
features of dwarf galaxies in the Local Group. The galaxies in our sample are the
Large Magellanic Cloud, the Small Magellanic Cloud, NGC 6822, WLM, IC10,
Phoenix, Sextans A, and Sextans B.

In Chapter 2 the theoretical models are presented which were used to describe
the spatial distribution of stars in the Local Group galaxies under investigation.
Both the exponential-disk and King law are found to describe to some degree
the distribution of the various stellar populations. In some cases one is better at
fitting the stellar distribution than the other and vice versa.

The Gaia satellite is described in Chapter 3. Gaia is an ESA satellite, expected
to be launched in 2013. The science case is very broad and is covering topics,
such as Milky Way mapping and kinematics, Galaxy formation and evolution,
stellar physics, Solar system science, extra-solar planet detection, distance scales,
reference frames, etc.
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Chapter 1

The Local Group

1.1 General Information
The Local Group (LG), our immediate neighbourhood, is the group of galaxies
in which our Milky Way galaxy formed and is evolving. It looks like an ordinary
collection of dwarf galaxies dominated by two giant spirals (see Figure 1.1). The
Milky Way and M31 are the two dominant spiral galaxies in the LG, and each is
surrounded by an entourage of lower mass companions. Apart from the late-type
spiral M33, more than 50 galaxies forming the LG are either dwarf elliptical (dE),
dwarf spheroidal (dSph) or dwarf irregular (dIrr) galaxies.

Grebel (2001b) characterized galaxies as dwarf galaxies if their total B- or
V -band magnitude is fainter than −18 mag. While the primary distinguishing
feature between dIrr and dSph galaxies is whether they have or do not have
neutral hydrogen (HI), there are other distinguishing features. Galaxies of the
dIrr type typically have central surface brightnesses of µV,0 ≤ 23 mag arcsec−2
and total HI masses of MHI ≤ 109M⊙. As their name suggests, their optical
appearance is irregular, which tends to be caused by scattered HII regions for
the more massive dIrr galaxies. They are mainly found at larger distances from
massive galaxies. Dwarf elliptical galaxies are spherical or elliptical in appearance,
typically with MV ≥ −17 mag, and have µV,0 ≤ 21 mag arcsec−2 and MHI ≤ 108M⊙.
Along with the dSph galaxies, they are usually found in the vicinity of massive
galaxies. Dwarf spheroidal galaxies tend to have MV ≥ -14 mag, µV,0 ≥ 22 mag
arcsec−2 and MHI ≤ 105M⊙.

A comprehensive study of the nearby Local Group galaxies requires instru-
mentation with high sensitivity and large field of view (FOV), as most of them
occupy large areas on the sky. The demand for high sensitivity will imply the use
of the largest telescopes available; however, their FOVs are prohibitively small
compared to the spatial extent of Local Group galaxies, especially the nearby
ones. Thus current studies of Local Group dwarfs are mostly limited to small
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1. THE LOCAL GROUP

Figure 1.1: A scaled 3-D representation of the Local Group by Grebel (2001a).
The dashed ellipsoid marks a radius of 1 Mpc around the LG barycentre (assumed
to be at 462 kpc toward l = 121.7 and b = −21.3. Distances of galaxies from the
the arbitrarily chosen plane through the Milky Way are indicated by solid lines
(above the plane) and dotted lines (below).

areas in individual galaxies (typically their central parts).
The all-sky survey Gaia mission will provide precise information both on kine-

matical and astrophysical properties of individual stars, obtained with a single,
stable and well-calibrated instrument. Moreover, the data will be acquired in the
same instrumental system as for the millions of stars in the Milky Way. This
will deliver an unique and homogeneous data set, which will allow to perform a
comprehensive and in-depth analysis of the formation and evolution of the Local
Group galaxies.

1.2 Dwarf galaxies in the Local Group

The dwarfs of the Local Group provide a unique sample of low-luminosity galaxies.
Dwarf galaxies represent the dominant population, by number, of the present-day
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universe (Marzke and da Costa 1997). If low-luminosity galaxies are universally
dominated by dark matter to the extent LG dwarfs may be, they could account
for a large fraction of the mass of galaxy clusters, and perhaps of the entire Uni-
verse. Photometric investigations of the stellar populations in LG dwarf galaxies
provide firm constraints on cosmological parameters and the unique opportunity
to investigate galaxy formation models. Although the number of dwarf galaxies
known in the Local Group is rapidly growing in the last few years, current statis-
tics indicate that the dIrrs are at least one quarter of LG galaxies (McConnachie
et al. 2008; Sanna et al. 2009).

There are two types of dwarf galaxies: gas-poor dwarf spheroidals/ellipticals
(dSph/dE), and gas-rich irregulars (dIrr). Most emphasis has been laid on the
role of dwarf spheroidals in galaxy merging. However, dwarf spheroidals are found
primarily in the cores of dense clusters, indicating they have already undergone
significant evolution through interaction (Binggeli et al. 1987). Also, it is clear
that gas-rich spiral galaxies such as the Milky Way could not have formed by
merging of only dSph galaxies. In contrast, the dIrr galaxies are rather unevolved,
as indicated by their abundance in low-density regions. The significance of dIrr
galaxies as possible elements contributing to build larger galaxies like our own
has to some extent been overlooked: it is likely that they are in fact the major
surviving representatives of the original building blocks.

Recently, Weisz et al. (2011) uniformly analyzed star formation histories
(SFH) of 60 dwarf galaxies in the nearby universe based on observations and
data processing done as part of the ANGST program. While the SFHs of indi-
vidual galaxies are quite diverse, it has been found that the mean star formation
histories of the different morphological types are generally indistinguishable out-
side the most recent ∼ 1 Gyr. On average, the typical dwarf galaxy formed ∼ 50%
of its stellar mass by z ∼ 2 and 60% by z ∼ 1.

The dwarf galaxies in the ANGST sample show a strong morphology-density
relationship. This suggests that internal mechanisms, e.g., stellar feedback, can-
not solely account for gas-loss in dwarf galaxies, as the corresponding models are
unable to produce this observed relationship. Weisz et al. (2011) also identify
12 transitional dwarfs (dTrans) in their sample, based on the literature defini-
tion of present day gas fraction and star formation as measured by Hα. Within
this sample of dwarf transitional galaxies, they find that galaxies with high gas
fractions are associated with more isolated galaxies, while those with lower gas
fractions are less isolated. This suggests that there are two mechanisms that can
produce the observed dTrans characteristics: the isolated gas-rich galaxies are
simply between episodes of SF due to the stochastic nature of star formation
in low mass galaxies, while the less isolated galaxies could be in the process of
interacting with a more massive companion.

Because they are so numerous, the LG dwarfs can be used effectively as tracers
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of substructure. To first approximation, the Local Group is a binary system with
massive clumps of galaxies centered on M31 and on the Galaxy. Within each of
the two main Local Group subclusters there are additional subclumps such as
M31 + M32 + NGC 205 triplet, the NGC 147 + NGC 185 binary, and the LMC
+ SMC binary (van den Bergh 2006). For the entire Local Group one finds, at
the 99% confidence level, that low luminosity early-type dSph galaxies are more
concentrated in subclumps than late-type dIrr galaxies. In other words, most
dIrr galaxies appear to be free-floating members of the Local Group, whereas
the majority (but not all) of the dSph galaxies seem to be directly associated
with either M31 or the Galaxy. It seems quite possible (Skillman et al. 2003)
that the faint dIrr and dSph galaxies have similar progenitors, and the observed
differences between them are due to environmental factors favouring gas loss from
those dwarfs that occupied dense environments, i.e., near giant galaxies.

No diffuse X-ray emission has been detected in the LG dwarf irregulars (Fab-
biano 1989; Gizis et al. 1993; Markert and Donahue 1985). This is not surprising:
if hot gas was produced during periods of active star formation in any LG dwarf,
it would have been rapidly expelled from the galaxy and faded to invisibility.
However, Jeltema and Profumo (2008) present the first systematic study of X-
ray observations of local dwarf spheroidal galaxies aimed at the search for WIMP
dark matter. Their results indicate that X-ray observations of dwarf galaxies cur-
rently constrain dark matter models at the same level as or even more strongly
than gamma-ray observations of the same systems.

1.3 Age indicators

Mateo (1998) provides a nice summary of specific evolutionary phases that have
been proven especially useful as age tracers in the dwarf galaxies in the Local
Group. Figure 1.2 shows where these age groups are located on the Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram. Below is given a short description of these evolutionary phases.

Wolf-Rayet stars These high mass stars signal vigorous star formation during
the past 10 Myr. The frequency of Wolf-Rayet stars depends on mass-loss rates,
metallicity, the star-formation rate for high-mass stars, and the high-mass end of
the initial mass function. Among LG dwarfs, only IC 1613, NGC 6822 and IC 10
are known to contain Wolf-Rayet stars.

Blue-loop stars Stars of intermediate mass evolve through prolonged ‘blue
loops’ after they ignite He in their cores. The luminosity at which the loops
occur depend principally on the mass of the star, though the color and extent of
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Figure 1.2: Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, showing the main evolutionary phases
accessible for LG galaxies.

the loop is critically sensitive to metallicity. For stars ranging in age from 100-500
Myr, the loop luminosities fade monotonically with age.

Red supergiants Red supergiants also fade monotonically with age for pop-
ulations ranging from about 10-500 Myr in age. However, these stars exhibit a
moderate spread in luminosity at a given age. For a composite system such as a
dwarf galaxy - the red-supergiant luminosity function will contain stars exhibit-
ing a range of ages at a given luminosity. Both the blue-loop and red supergiant
phases are short-lived, and therefore subject to added uncertainties from the
stochastic nature of star formation, particularly in dwarfs.

Asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars The AGB are referred as the ‘red
tail’ extending redward from the red giant branch. Although ages for AGB stars
probably cannot be determined to better than a factor of 2-3, they often provide
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our only constraint on stellar populations older than ≈ 1 Gyr in many distant
galaxies within and beyond the Local Group. Long-period variables are often
found among luminous AGB stars.

Red giant branch (RGB) stars The RGB plays an important role in under-
standing the chemical enrichment histories of dwarf galaxies, largely because its
properties are relatively insensitive to age. Unfortunately, for a given metallicity,
stars spanning a large age range are funneled into a very narrow corridor within
optical color-magnitude diagrams. The RGB serves only as a relatively crude age
indicator for populations older than 1 Gyr. Long-period variable stars are found
near the upper tip of the RGB.

Red-clump (RC) and horizontal branch (HB) stars The He core burning
phase occurs in a ‘red clump’ located at the base of the RGB for populations with
ages in the range 1-10 Gyr. The clump evolution in luminosity (≲ 1 mag) and
color (≲ 0.5 mag) is small even for large age differences. Horizontal branch (HB)
stars signal the presence of ancient populations (≳ 10 Gyr). RR Lyr stars are an
easily identified example of HB stars; blue HB stars are also distinctive but are
known to exist in only two LG dwarfs (Carina and Ursa Minor). The red HB is
also indicative of an old population, but distinguishing it from the red clump in
an intermediate-age population can be difficult.

Subgiant branch stars Stars with main-sequence lifetimes longer than about
2-4 Gyr evolve slowly towards the RGB after they exhaust hydrogen in their
cores resulting in a well-populated sub-giant branch below the luminosity of the
HB/red-clump stars. At a given metallicity, the minimum luminosity of subgiant
branch stars fades monotonically with increasing age.

Main-sequence stars The main sequence (MS) is the only evolutionary phase
present in populations of all ages. Unlike the SGB, the maximum luminosity of the
MS (the main-sequence turnoff) fades with increasing age. When an age spread
is present, older populations can be hidden by the unevolved main-sequence stars
of younger populations. However, used in conjunction with the SGB, the MS
provides the only method of determining ages for populations older than 1-2 Gyr
with ≈ 1 Gyr resolution. The main sequence has one particularly useful feature:
the maximum luminosity on the main sequence can always be related to the age
of the youngest population at the precision of sampling uncertainties.

It has to be noted, however, that not all of the above age indicators are
observed in all of the galaxies in this study. The MS is the only evolutionary
phase present in populations of all ages. At the distances of the galaxies in
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the LG only the upper part of the MS is accessible. Other evolutionary phases
observed in LG dwarf galaxies include red clump and horizontal branch stars, red
supergiant and asymptotic giant branch stars, as well as red supergiant stars.
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Chapter 2

Methodology and Theoretical
Models

2.1 Methodology

To determine approximately the shape and the stellar density distribution of the
galaxies we used two approaches. First, star counts were performed in a rect-
angular grid and isodensity contour maps were obtained. They show the overall
shape of the galaxies and offer an initial insight into their spatial distribution.
After that radial surface density profiles (RDPs) were used to obtain the radial
distribution of the stars in the galaxies. The RDPs were then compared to ex-
isting theoretical models. A more detailed description of each of these steps is
provided below.

2.1.1 Isopleth Maps

The star counts were performed in a rectangular grid. The data coordinate range
was divided using a grid in Right Ascension and Declination. The size of the grid
cell was different for the various stellar populations. It was chosen in such a way
as to include a sufficient number of stars and also to provide enough detail for
the isopleth contour maps. Then the number of stars in each cell was counted
and a contour map was created which describes the surface density of the stars.
The contours in these maps trace areas with equal stellar density.

The contour maps were created using the CONTOUR procedure in IDL1

programming language for data analysis. The galaxies inclination were not taken
into account and no corrections were applied for projection effects. Figure 2.1

1Interactive Data Language, http://www.ittvis.com/
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Figure 2.1: An example for an isopleth map. Number surface density contours
of the LMC clusters from Kontizas et al. (1990). The asterisk marks the LMC
optical centre.

is an example of an isopleth map, it shows the number surface density of star
clusters in the LMC obtained by Kontizas et al. (1990).

For estimating the foreground contamination by Galactic stars we used the
Besançon Galaxy Model (Robin et al. 2003). Areas were selected around the
specific galaxy and the stellar density was compared with the stellar density
given by the Besançon Model. The lowest contour levels are selected to have a
value higher than the stellar density given by the Besançon model.

2.1.2 Radial Density Profiles

Radial density profiles (RDPs) were used to obtain the projected stellar density
distribution of the galaxies. The RDPs correspond to the projected radial number
density (i.e. the surface density) of objects contained in concentric rings around
the galaxy centroids. The underlying assumption for this kind of analysis is
that the structures should present an important degree of radial symmetry. For
the Magellanic Clouds this is not always the case, but RDPs can still be used as
probes of the radial distribution of the various objects averaged over all azimuthal
directions, hence of the large-scale structure.
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The area around each galaxy was divided in concentric annuli of increasing
radii outwards and the number of stars within each annulus was determined. The
number of stars per unit area in each annulus gives the stellar density, correspond-
ing to the mean distance from the centre of the galaxy. The so derived density
profiles for each age and/or object group are compared with existing theoreti-
cal models. This allows us to obtain some representative structural parameters,
which describe the spatial distribution of the specific age and/or object group.
The theoretical models used are further described below.

Sérsic Law

The R1/4-law was introduced by de Vaucouleurs (1948) to describe the projected
luminosity density (or surface brightness) I(R) of elliptical galaxies. It has no
free parameters and depends on two well defined physical scales: a characteristic
linear scale, Re, and a luminosity density factor, I0. The surface brightness of
elliptical galaxies is well fitted by the R1/4-law. de Vaucouleurs and Capaccioli
(1979) have shown that the surface brightness of NGC 3379 (an E1 galaxy) is
fitted over 10 magnitudes and more than two decades in radius by such a law.
New fits made by Capaccioli et al. (1990) based on fresh data are in excellent
agreement with the previously cited results. However, Makino et al. (1990) stated
that in the range of radii usually investigated in the observations, R1/n-law models
are practically undistinguishable from the de Vacouleurs law, for 3 ≤ n ≤ 10, and
then that the universality of the R1/4-law is only apparent.

The R1/n-law models can be defined as a one-parameter family of station-
ary, spherical stellar systems, with surface brightness profile generalizing the de
Vaucouleurs law in the following way (Sérsic 1963):

ln I(R) = ln I0 − bη1/n. (2.1)

I0 is the central surface brightness and η = R/Re, where Re is the effective radius
(i.e. the projected radius inside which the projected luminosity, equals half of
the total luminosity). The curvature controlling parameter n is a positive real
number, while b is a dimensionless parameter whose value is determined by the
definition of Re.

Ciotti (1991) investigates the dynamical properties of R1/n-law models focus-
ing on the following questions: i) is the property of an exponential differential
energy distribution a characteristic of stellar systems following the de Vaucouleurs
law or is it a more common feature of the sufficiently concentrated stellar sys-
tems, as R1/n-law models with n > 1 and ii) if this is the case, is there a significant
physical property that characterizes the de Vaucouleurs law among the R1/n-law
models?
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The results of Ciotti (1991) suggest that the distribution function is nowhere
negative in the phase space for spherical, isotropic R1/n stellar systems with 2 ≤
n ≤ 10, i.e. these systems are physically admissible. Moreover, they are also
stable to both radial and nonradial perturbations. The exponential behaviour
of the differential energy distribution is a common property of all the R1/n-law
models. Thus, it is really an efect of the central concentration. The special
property shown by the R1/4-law is that the mass fraction corresponding to the
Boltzmannian zone is maximized. Models with lower concentration than the de
Vaucouleurs law are depressed in the external part of the normalized differential
energy distribution with respect to a pure Boltzmann law. Models with higher
concentrations have too high a differential energy distribution. Generally in a
stellar system, most of the mass is bound at higher energies, i.e. near the tidal
radius.

Márquez et al. (2000) have shown that the observational data for galaxies
belonging to clusters confirm the hypothesis that their specific entropy is, to first
order, unique. As a consequence, the galaxies tend to stay in a thin plane (the
Entropic Plane) in the space of the Sérsic light profile parameters. They have also
shown that, besides the Entropic Plane, another relation must exist between the
Sérsic profile parameters of galaxies. The intersection of this relationship with the
Entropic Plane defines a curve in the 3D Sérsic parameter space which appears
very well defined in their data. After further investigation Márquez et al. (2001)
confirm the fact that elliptical galaxies lie on a line in the three dimensional space
of the Sérsic parameters. This fact, they believe, implies that elliptical galaxies
are indeed a one-parameter family.

The left panel of Figure 2.2 shows the Sérsic profiles with index n = 1 to 10,
plotted as magnitudes (µ − µe) and log radius (logR/Re). In the current study
we use the exponential-disk model to fit the stellar density profiles of stellar pop-
ulations in nearby dwarf galaxies and to determine their structural parameters.
This exponential law is a case of Sérsic law with n=1 and b=1.67.

King Law

King (1962) re-examines the density distribution in globular clusters and finds
an empirical formula that represents the density from centre to edge in globular
clusters of all degrees of central concentration. Galactic clusters and Sculptor-
type dwarf galaxies also appear to follow the same density law.

In his Figure 1 he presents the star counts in M15, both scales are logarithmic.
On such a plot any simple power law would be a stright line. Far from straghten-
ing out, however, these points plunge more and more steeply with increasing r,
suggesting that the surface density f actually drops to zero at some finite value
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Figure 2.2: Left: Sérsic profiles with index n = 1 to 10, plotted as magnitudes
(µ−µe) and log radius (logR/Re) from http://www.astro.virginia.edu; Right:
Standard curves calculated from Equation 2.4. Here rc is the core radius and rt
is the limiting radius, r is the distance from the centre. Diagram is taken from
King (1962).

of r. After some experimentation the following form was obtained

f = f1 (1/r − 1/rt)2 , (2.2)

where f1 is a constant and rt is the value of r at which f reaches zero.
For the central regions of a globular cluster, however, Eq. 2.2 is completely

inadequate. The surface density in the inner parts of a concentrated cluster can
be represented by the formula

f = f0

1 + (r/rc)2
, (2.3)

where f0 is the central surface density and rc is a scale factor that may be called
the core radius.

The single formula that embodies the characteristics of both Eq. 2.2 and Eq.
2.3 is

f = k
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
√
1 + (r/rc)2

− 1
√
1 + (rt/rc)2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

2

. (2.4)
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The density law has three parameters: a number factor k, a core radius rc, and
a limiting radius rt. The core radius is determined by the internal energy of the
system, while the limiting radius is set by external tidal forces. The right panel of
Figure 2.2 shows the standard curves calculated from this law for various values
of the concentration parameter cp = log( rtrc ).

The observed density law suggests that all these systems have been subjected
to some relaxation process. It is suggested that all have been relaxed by initial
mixing and that stellar encounters thereafter produce a slow change in the density
parameters without changing the basic model. It does not seem likely that cluster
expansion through stellar mass loss is a major factor in the relaxation.

The data considered by King (1962) do not include any young galactic clus-
ters; nor do they establish whether equipartition exists in a system whose age is
less than its time of relaxation. Relative to the other systems considered, giant
elliptical galaxies have an excess of brightness near the centre. It is suggested
that this results from equipartition in a system dominated by dwarf stars.

2.2 Profile Fitting
A conventional first approach to describe the spatial distribution of various stellar
populations in the Magellanic Clouds from the RDPs is to use an exponential-
disk profile

f(r) = f0D × exp(−
r

hD

) , (2.5)

where hD and f0D are the scale length and the central density of objects respec-
tively and r is the distance from the centre.

As a second approach we use a King-like profile based on the King law (King
1962),

f(r) = f0K
⎛
⎜
⎝

1
√
1 + r2

rc2

− 1
√
1 + rt2

rc2

⎞
⎟
⎠

2

(2.6)

where rt and rc are the core and tidal radii respectively, f0K is the central pro-
jected density of objects and r is the distance from the centre.

The empirical density law is derived for globular clusters but in the same
article King (1962) also tested it in the cases of galactic, or open, clusters (M67,
NGC 188, NGC 7789) and dwarf elliptical galaxies. The law only fails in the
case of the more luminous elliptical galaxies such as M32. Hodge (1961a,b, 1962)
show that the observed limiting radii for the Fornax, Sculptor, and Leo II dwarf
galaxies are in agreement with those to be expected as a result of the tidal force
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of the Milky Way. The law also applies to dwarf spheroidal galaxies - systems in
dynamical equilibrium tidally truncated by the external gravitational field of the
host galaxy.

The best fitting profiles are found by performing a Levenberg-Marquardt least-
squares fit to the considered functions. This fit was performed with IDL, with
the use of the MPFIT program (Markwardt 2009). MPFIT is a translation into
IDL of the non-linear least squares fitting program MINPACK-1. The resulting
fitting engine provides all of the original MINPACK-1 capability and is optimized
for speed within IDL with the added functionality within the semantics of IDL.
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Chapter 3

The Gaia Satellite Mission

By the second half of the 18th century those in the forefront of celestial research
were considering methods for measuring the distances to the stars. The most
direct way of measuring the distance of an object that can’t be reached is through
triangulation: using a known-length baseline and measuring the difference in
direction when the object is observed at either end of this baseline. This difference
is called the parallax of the object; the smaller the parallax, the greater the
distance. The largest baseline astronomers have readily available is the diameter
of the orbit of the Earth around the Sun.

Measurement accuracies at the end of the 18th century were around several
arcseconds with which it was not possible to detect stellar parallaxes. However,
this did allow the discovery detection of aberration and nutation, and the con-
firmation of the finite speed of light. What had also been detected were the
so-called proper motions of stars: although the positions of the stars on the sky
appear fixed over an individual lifetime, they were actually observed to be moving,
though very slowly. It was one of the stars which showed a relatively large proper
motion, 61 Cyg, which led to the detection of the first parallax in the middle of
the 19th century by Bessel. Bessel had correctly argued that stars showing large
proper motions were more likely to be among the closest to the Sun. Bessel used
a special telescope: a Heliometer built by Fraunhofer, an instrument designed for
very accurate position measurements. In some ways this instrument prefigures
the technique used 140 years later on the Hipparcos satellite: cut the objective
or main mirror in two, and allow each half to project a different part of the sky
on the same detector. By measuring differential rather than absolute positions,
very precise relative measurements could be obtained.

In the Heliometer used by Bessel the relative positions of two stars were mea-
sured through shifting one half of the objective with respect to the other half
such that images of the two stars would coincide. The shift applied to the lens
was a measure of the distance on the sky between the two stars. Assuming one
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star to be relatively nearby, and the other relatively far away, this difference will
primarily show the displacements of the nearby star. Those displacements are the
proper motion linear as a function of time and a motion induced by the Earth‘s
motion around the Sun, which describes a small ellipse over a year. Bessel con-
cluded that the parallax of 61 Cyg A was 314± 20 mas (compared to the current
best estimate of 287.18 ± 1.51 mas).

An important development that led to significant improvements of measure-
ment precision was the introduction of photographic plates and subsequently of
measuring machines to extract the positional information from those plates. Two
main driving forces led to the subsequent development of space astrometry: the
need to be able to observe the entire sky with one instrument, and the need to
measure absolute rather than differential parallaxes. With the introduction of
novel observing techniques, which had been pioneered on transit instruments by
Erik Høg in the 1960s, a mission emerged that would be capable of measuring
around 100 000 stars over a 30 months period: the Hipparcos astrometric mission
was born. Hipparcos was designed as a survey satellite, scanning each part of the
sky in at least two directions every six months.

The Hipparcos Catalogue was not yet published when the scientists involved in
finishing the data processing were already thinking of a new, much more ambitious
space mission combining a high-accuracy astrometric and photometric survey of
faint stars. Without invoking too much change from the Hipparcos concept it was
clear that CCD detectors had reached a level of maturity to allow a change from
the old technology of photomultipliers used in Hipparcos into the more efficient
and space qualified electronic detectors available in 1995. Gaia was approved by
ESA’s Science Programme Committee in 2000, and redesigned in 2002.

Unlike HST and SIM, which are pointing instruments observing a preselected
list of objects, Gaia is a scanning satellite that will repeatedly survey in a system-
atic way the whole sky, tying together without regional errors widely separated
sources. Beyond sheer measurement accuracy, a major strength of Gaia follows
from (i) its capability to perform an all-sky and sensitivity limited absolute as-
trometric survey, (ii) the unique combination into a single spacecraft of the three
major electronic detectors carrying out nearly contemporaneous observations, (iii)
the huge number of objects and observations which allow the accuracy on single
objects to be achieved on very large samples, thus yielding statistical significance.
This last feature is immensely valuable for astrophysics.

3.1 The Payload

The Gaia payload consists of three distinct instruments mounted on a single
optical bench (see Figure 3.1). Gaia has two telescopes with two associated
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Figure 3.1: Gaia’s optical bench. The 3-metre diameter, quasi-octagonal torus,
which will support the two Gaia telescopes and the focal plane assembly, is com-
posed of 17 individual custom-built Silicon Carbide segments. M1 through M6
are the mirrors, LOS1 and LOS2 are the two lines-of-sight. Image courtesy of
EADS Astrium.

viewing directions of size 0.7° × 0.7° each. The two viewing angles are separated
by a highly-stable ‘basic angle’ of 106.5°. The two field of views are combined
into a single focal plane covered with CCD detectors (DPAC 2007).

The spacecraft operates in a continuously scanning motion, such that a con-
stant stream of relative angular measurements is built up as the fields of view
sweep across the sky. High angular resolution (and hence high positional preci-
sion) in the scanning direction is provided by the primary mirror of each telescope,
of dimension 1.45 × 0.5 m2 (along scan × across scan). Figure 3.2 shows the focal
plane array. Each coloured rectangle indicates one CCD of approximately 4 × 6
cm size. The direction of star image motion is indicated at the bottom. It takes
a star image about 4.4 sec to cross one of the CCDs and this defines the effective
exposure time for the individual scientific observations.

The astrometric field (AF) in the focal plane is sampled by an array of 62
CCDs, each read out in TDI (time-delayed integration) mode, synchronised to
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Figure 3.2: The Gaia Focal Plane Array. Each coloured rectangle indicates one
CCD of approximately 4 × 6 cm size. The various acronyms denoting the scientific
instruments of Gaia are explained in more detail in the text. In addition, there
are detectors for auxiliary instruments: the basic angle monitoring (BAM) system
and the wavefront sensors (WFS). The two bottom lines give the time to reach
the different parts of the field from SM1 or SM2 (DPAC 2007).

the scanning motion of the satellite. In practice, stars entering the combined field
of view first pass across dedicated CCDs which act as a ‘sky mapper’ - each object
is detected on board and information on its position and brightness is processed in
real-time to define the windowed region read out by the following CCDs. Gaia’s
limiting magnitude is about 20th magnitude and all objects brighter than this
limit at the epoch of observation will be measured.

Before stars leave the field of view, spectra are measured in three further
sets of dedicated CCDs. The BP and RP CCDs - BP for Blue Photometre
and RP for Red Photometre - record low-resolution prism spectra covering the
wavelength intervals 330–680 and 640–1000 nm, respectively. These simultane-
ous semi-photometric measurements of the spectral energy distribution yield key
astrophysical information, such as temperatures, gravities, metallicities and red-
denings for each of the vast number of objects observed. In addition to the
low-resolution photometric instrument, Gaia features a high-resolution integral-
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Figure 3.3: Gaia’s two fields-of-view scan the sky according to a carefully pre-
scribed ‘revolving scanning law’. The constant spin rate of 60 arcsec s−1 cor-
responds to 6-hour great-circle scans. The angle between the slowly precessing
spin axis and the Sun is maintained at 45°. The basic angle is 106.5°. Schematic
courtesy of J. de Bruijne (ESA/ESTEC).

field spectrograph, the so-called Radial Velocity Spectrometre (RVS) instrument.
The RVS provides the third component of the space velocity of each star down
to about 17th magnitude.

The whole sky is systematically scanned so that observations extending over
several years yield some 50-100 sets of relative measurements for each star. Figure
3.3 shows the way Gaia’s two fields-of-view scan the sky. A 5-year mission permits
the determination of additional parameters, for example those relevant to orbital
binaries, extra-solar planets and solar-system objects.
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3.2 The Science Case

The immediate objectives of space astrometry are, in principle, the same as those
of ground based astrometry: to determine the apparent positions of celestial bod-
ies over time and derive from them astrophysically important parameters such as
distances, proper motions and motions within double and multiple star systems.
However, the current generation of CCD-based astrometric instruments can also
be used as stable photometres to acquire photometric measurements. Such an
approach has appeared in every proposal of a scanning mission having astrometry
as a first goal. Whereas the direct product of the Gaia mission will be a highly
accurate astrometric and photometric survey down to V = 20 mag, the science
goals are much broader and account for the support of a large scientific commu-
nity and include mapping the Galaxy in three dimensions (parallaxes, positions,
extinction), galactic kinematics (proper motions and radial velocities), formation
and evolution of the Milky Way, stellar physics (classification, M , L, log g, Teff ,
[Fe/H]), distance scale (geometric distances to Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars,
HR diagram), age of the Universe (cluster diagrams, distances, luminosities), dark
matter (stars as tracers of gravitational potential), reference frame (quasars, abso-
lute astrometry), extrasolar planet detection (∼MJ , astrometry and photometric
transits), fundamental physics (relativistic parameters γ ∼ 5 × 107, β ∼ 5 × 10−4),
and solar system science (taxonomy, masses, orbits for 5 × 105 bodies).

Gaia will create the largest and most precise three-dimensional map of our
Galaxy by providing unprecedented positional and radial velocity measurements
for about one billion stars in our Galaxy and throughout the Local Group (Per-
ryman et al. 2001). The detection of stars is expected to be complete to V = 20
mag (astrometry + photometry), but the radial velocities will not be measured
for stars fainter than V = 17.5 mag. The astrometric precision should be 25 µas
at V = 15 mag and the distances will be known with a precision better than 10%
for hundreds of millions of stars.

Stellar Physics

Gaia will provide accurate distances to massive numbers of stars, which combined
with photometric and other data give luminosities, surface temperatures, abun-
dances, masses and ages for very many stars. The availability of high-precision
fundamental data for large stellar samples, including rare objects (such as ex-
tremely metal-poor stars and rapid evolutionary phases), will greatly advance
the theoretical modelling of stellar interiors. Multi-epoch, multi-colour photom-
etry of all stars brighter than 20 mag plus multi-epoch spectral information for
the 20 million brightest stars, will provide a description of stellar stability and
variability across the HR diagram.
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Gaia will be able to resolve binaries with an apparent separation of less than
20 mas. The Radial Velocity Spectrometre (RVS) will observe about 106 spectro-
scopic binaries and about 105 eclipsing binaries. Of these 105 eclipsing binaries,
25% will be double-lined spectroscopic binaries (SB2) for which it will be possible
to derive the masses of the two components (Söderhjelm 2005).

Galactic structure and evolution

The Galaxy could be considered as the primary science target of the Gaia mis-
sion. For the brightest stars our kinematic knowledge will be complete, and these
include important tracers: the radial velocities of K giants as far as ∼ 20 kpc will
be measured with a precision better than ∼ 10 km s−1; the kinematics of stars at
the tip of the red giant branch together with asymptotic giant branch stars and
CH-type carbon stars will be observable to ∼ 50 − 75 kpc in the outer halo; the
brightest and youngest stars in the spiral arms will have radial velocity precisions
better than ∼ 5 km s−1 up to ∼ 2.5 kpc (for a B5V star).

Extrasolar planets

Currently more than 200 planets have been detected around nearby stars, almost
all of them from the radial-velocity variations induced in their parent stars. The
spectroscopic method is, however, limited by the number and types of stars that
can be surveyed and its bias to short orbital period companions. In contrast, Gaia
will survey hundreds of thousands of nearby stars for planetary companions using
the astrometric variation of stellar position (Lattanzi et al. 2000). The astrometric
method is applicable to all spectral types, allows unambiguous determination of
orbital inclinations and planetary masses, and is more sensitive to longer orbital
periods (up to 510 years).

General Relativity

At an accuracy of a few µas, relativistic effects can no longer be considered
as small corrections to a Newtonian model and General Relativity becomes a
fundamental part of the mathematical framework for the data processing (Klioner
2003). Gaia appears capable of measuring departures from the General Relativity
value (γ = 1) of the PPN parameter γ of the order of a few parts in 10−7 (Vecchiato
et al. 2003). These accuracies compare quite favourably with recent findings of
scalar-tensor cosmological models, which predict for γ a present-time deviation
from the General Relativity value between 10−5 and 10−7. Combining millions of
measurements will map these effects to unprecedented accuracy.
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Solar System

Solar System objects appear in the Gaia proposal at a high level in the science
program achievable within the current design, with a relevance to virtually all
categories of minor planets. Solar System studies will receive a massive impetus
through the repeated observations of several hundred thousands of minor planets
of every type (main belt, Trojans, near-Earth and trans-Neptunian objects). Gaia
will observe a given asteroid about 15 times per year with an accuracy better than
1 mas (per observation), 500 times better than that of most present large surveys.

3.3 Impact of Gaia on the Local Group

Due to the spatial resolution of Gaia nearby galaxies will be resolved in stars.
Kučinskas et al. (2003) believe that of the many methods available for dating
stellar populations in nearby galaxies only a few are directly applicable to Gaia.
Although the traditional approach of tracing star formation histories with turn-
off stars will be limited in terms of distance and/or reddening (∼3 kpc), it is
possible that stars on the RGB/AGB will provide an alternative for extending
these limits.

An important contribution of Gaia will be proper motions (precise parallaxes
of late type giants, σ(π)/π ≤ 0.1, will not be available beyond ∼10 kpc). Proper
motions of individual giants and supergiants in Local Group galaxies will al-
low to discriminate between the member and field stars (Kucinskas et al. 2005).
However, the accuracy may not be sufficient for detailed kinematical studies of
individual galaxies which will require the precision in proper motions of 1-2 km
s−1 see, e.g. Wilkinson et al. (2002). Proper motions of individual stars in Lo-
cal Group galaxies will be also feasible with future wide-field instrumentation
(e.g., with PanSTARSS), with the time spans between the measurement epochs
of ∼ 5−10 years possible already in 2010-2015 (though the accuracies will be lower
than those obtained with Gaia).

Radial velocities will be considerably more difficult with Gaia, as sufficient
precision may be achieved only for stars brighter than V ∼ 17, or up to the
distances of ∼ 40 kpc (∼ 80 kpc with AGB stars, MV = -2.5). Indeed, bright
supergiants may be accessible at considerably larger distances, however, they
will be available only in a few galaxies, as stellar populations in the majority of
nearby Local Group galaxies are old, showing no signs for recent star formation
(Aparicio 2002). Moreover, their numbers will be too scarce to perform a detailed
kinematical analysis.

With their high sensitivity and large FOVs, other instruments will be serious
competitors for Gaia, especially if backed-up with the capability for multi-colour
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medium-band photometry and multi-object spectroscopy. However, the superi-
ority of Gaia will be in the high accuracy and homogeneity of its data. Gaia will
provide precise information both on kinematical and astrophysical properties of
individual stars, obtained with a single, stable and well-calibrated instrument.
Moreover, the data will be acquired in the same instrumental system as for the
millions of stars in the Milky Way. This will deliver an unique and homogeneous
data set, which will allow to perform a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of
the formation and evolution of the Local Group galaxies.

Different explanations for the dynamical behaviour of the LMC/SMC, in par-
ticular whether these systems are gravitationally bound to our own Galaxy, im-
plies systematic proper motions of below ∼ 1 mas yr−1, which was very much
at the limit of the Hipparcos capabilities. Large numbers of stars measured in
the LMC/SMC at the level of 50 µas or better, would clarify their dynamical
relationship with our own Galaxy (Perryman et al. 1997).

3.4 Data Processing and Analysis Consortium

Following Gaia’s launch data will be transmitted by the spacecraft from its van-
tage point around L2 at a few Mbps for at least five years, delivering to the
ground station an uncompressed raw data set of approximately 100 TB. Scientifi-
cally valuable information will be encased in this continuous data stream resulting
from the collection of photons in the approximately 100 on-board CCDs in the
astrometric, photometric and spectroscopic fields of Gaia. However in its original
telemetry format the data is totally unintelligible to scientists, not only because it
is squeezed into packets by the numerical coding but, more significantly, because
of the way Gaia scans the sky, picking up fragments of the astrometric parameters
at each transit of the one billion plus observable sources in the sky. Therefore a
large and complex data analysis must follow this raw harvest in order to decipher
Gaia’s signal and translate it into positional and physical parameters useful to
scientists to probe the very nature of astronomical objects.

To cope with this challenge the scientific community, together with ESA,
started a joint effort to set up a data processing ground segment comprising
a single processing pipeline which will deliver the intermediate and final mis-
sion science products. The Data Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC)
is a European collaboration including the ESA Gaia Science Operations Cen-
tre (SOC) and a broad, international science community of over 320 individuals,
distributed in more than 15 countries, and including six large Data Processing
Centres (DPCs). It was proposed in response to ESA’s Announcement of Oppor-
tunity for the ground-segment data processing of the Gaia data (DPAC 2007).

The Consortium is structured around a set of eight Coordination Units (CUs)
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Figure 3.4: DPAC Coordination Units (CU) and Data Processing Centres (DPC).
Schematic from http://www.altecspace.it/?page_id=650.

each in charge of a specific aspect of the data processing (see Figure 3.4). The CUs
are the building blocks of the Gaia DPAC. They are reasonably small in number,
with clearly-defined responsibilities and interfaces, and their boundaries match
naturally with the main relationships between tasks and the associated data flow.
Responsibilities of the coordination units include: (i) defining data processing
tasks and assigning responsibilities; (ii) establishing development priorities; (iii)
optimizing, testing and implementing algorithms; (iv) verifying the quality of
the science products. Each coordination unit is headed by a scientific manager
assisted by one or two deputies and, where appropriate, a technical manager.
The management team of each CU is responsible for acquiring and managing
the resources needed for their activities. While the CUs are primarily structured
for software development, all of them are closely associated with at least one
DPC where the algorithms will be implemented for the data processing in the
operational phases.

The catalogue production for Gaia was understood to be covered by an An-
nouncement of Opportunity to be issued at some later point in time. Thus, the
DPAC was concentrated on the data processing to produce the science prod-
ucts, not wishing to divert effort to considerations of how the catalogue will be
presented. Currently a Gaia Archive Preparation Unit is foreseen which will be
responsible for the catalogue access and the scientific exploitation.
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Part II

The Magellanic Clouds
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In Part II are presented the results from modelling the stellar populations of
the Magellanic Clouds, expected to be resolved in stars by ESA’s satellite Gaia.

The Magellanic System is descibed in details in Chapter 4. It consists of two
dwarf irregular galaxies, the Large Magellanic Cloud and the Small Magellanic
Cloud, as well as two structures related to the Clouds - the Bridge connecting
both Magellanic Clouds, and the Magellanic Stream - a narrow band of neutral
hydrogen gas which extends about 100 degrees from the inter-Cloud region.

The data used for the investigation of the spatial distribution of the Clouds’
stellar populations is presented in Chapter 5. Observational data in the optical
and near-infrared part of the spectrum are used. The sources include all-sky
surveys, wide area surveys, as well as catalogues of specific types of objects, in
this case carbon stars.

The spatial distribution of the stellar content of the Magellanic Clouds is
studied using isopleth (isodensity) maps and radial surface density profiles. In
Chapter 6 are presented these isopleth maps of the Large and Small Magellanic
Clouds, their radial density profiles obtained from the data sources presented in
Chapter 5. Moreover, the spatial distribution of both Clouds is discussed and
compared to results from previous studies.
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Chapter 4

The Magellanic Clouds System

Although the Magellanic Clouds were observed for centuries by the people of
the southern hemisphere, it was not until the 13th century that they came to
the attention of the northern hemisphere inhabitants. By the 19th century se-
rious astronomical studies of the Clouds were being done. However, progress in
Magellanic Clouds research in the first half of the 20th century was slow.

By the 1950’s and 1960’s developments in stellar and galactic astronomy
helped to precipitate a strong new interest in the Magellanic Clouds. Stellar evo-
lution and the meaning of stellar populations was finally becoming understand-
able and the Clouds offered a myriad of objects, all at the same distance, which
could be compared to the new theoretical models. At the same time large tele-
scopes were probing nearby galaxies and the distant cosmos, making the Clouds
important as the foundation of the extragalactic distance scale. In the end of the
20th and the beginning of the 21st century Magellanic Cloud research benefited
greatly from the new ground-based and space observatories.

The extent of the Magellanic System on the night-sky is enormous (Mathewson
and Ford 1984). It includes the Large Magellanic Cloud, the Small Magellanic
Cloud, the Bridge and the Magellanic Stream. The structure can be analyzed
nowadays on the basis of radio, infrared, optical, UV, and X-ray observations.
In spite of all the available data (or due to them) the structure of the LMC is a
controversial topic and that for the SMC is probably worse.

The Parkes Galactic All-Sky Survey (GASS) is a survey of Galactic HI emis-
sion in the Southern sky covering declinations δ ≤ 1° using the Parkes Radio
Telescope. McClure-Griffiths et al. (2009) outline the survey goals, describe the
observations and data analysis, and present the first-stage data release. Figure
4.1 shows the Large and the Small Magellanic Cloud together with the Magellanic
Stream - the entire GASS dataset is shown in a Zenithal Equal-Area projection
(ZEA) centered on the south celestial pole with 0 h right ascension at the top
and with R.A. increasing counter-clockwise. The colors correspond to integra-
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Table 4.1: Basic properties of the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds
Parameter LMC SMC
Type IrrIII-IV Irr IV-V
l 280.5 302.8
b -32.9 -44.3
Distance moduli 18.58a 18.97b
Distance, kpc 49 58
a - Szewczyk et al. (2008)
b - Szewczyk et al. (2009)

tions over velocity chunks of ∼40 km s−1 as indicated by the bar on the right of
the image. The intensity of each colour corresponds to the brightness tempera-
ture integrated over the ∼ 40 km s−1 velocity chunk, and is scaled logarithmically
as shown by the horizontal extent of the colour bar.

The two Clouds are about 23° apart in the sky, but radio observations prove
that they have a common envelope of neutral hydrogen (Bok 1969). This indi-
cates that they have been bound to each other for a long time. It is generally
assumed, though not definitely proven, that the Clouds have also been bound
to the Galaxy for at least the last 7 Gyr. Most models assume that the Clouds
lead the Magellanic Stream. The Magellanic System moves in the gravitational
potential of our Galaxy and in the plane of the Local Group. It is also exposed
to ram pressure through its movement in the Galactic halo. The influence of
our Galaxy ought to be noticeable in the present structure and kinematics of the
System.

Kallivayalil et al. (2006a,b) presented a measurement of the systemic proper
motion of the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds from astrometry with the High
Resolution Camera (HRC) of the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) on the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST). Their PM determination (µW ) appears to be on
the high end of what was found in previous studies (Anderson and King 2004;
Freire et al. 2003; Irwin et al. 1996; Kroupa and Bastian 1997; van Leeuwen and
Evans 1998). Further investigations of the past orbital motions of the Clouds in
a simple model for the dark halo of the Milky Way imply that the Clouds could
be unbound from each other. However, their data are also consistent with orbits
in which the Clouds have been bound to each other for approximately a Hubble
time.

The proper motions by Kallivayalil et al. (2006a,b) lead to spatial velocities
of both Clouds which are unexpectedly higher than previous values resulting
from agreement between the available theoretical models of the Magellanic Sys-
tem and the observations of HI associated with the LMC and SMC. Such proper
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Figure 4.1: McClure-Griffiths et al. (2009) present the entire GASS dataset shown
in a ZEA projection centered on the south celestial pole with 0 h right ascension
at the top and with R.A. increasing counter-clockwise. The colors correspond to
integrations over velocity chunks of ∼40 km s−1 as indicated by the bar on the
right of the image.

motion estimates are likely to be at odds with the scenarios for creation of the
large-scale structures in the Magellanic System suggested so far. Ružička et al.
(2009) investigated this hypothesis for the pure tidal models, as they were the
first ones devised to explain the evolution of the Magellanic System, and the tidal
stripping is intrinsically involved in every model assuming the gravitational inter-
action. However, assuming the tidal interaction, no satisfactory reproduction of
the HI data available for the Magellanic Clouds was achieved with the new proper
motions. Therefore, for the proper motion data by Kallivayalil et al. (2006a,b),
within their 1-σ errors, the dynamical evolution of the Magellanic System with
the currently accepted total mass of the Milky Way cannot be explained in the
framework of pure tidal models.

Generally speaking, the proposed formation mechanisms are not efficient enough
unless the Clouds orbit around the Galaxy. Several perigalactic approaches of
the Clouds are expected by the tidal models (Connors et al. 2006; Gardiner et al.
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1994). Shorter timescales for the interaction may be sufficient within the ram
pressure scenario (Heller and Rohlfs 1994; Mastropietro et al. 2005). However,
the proper motions by Kallivayalil et al. (2006a,b) lead to timescales further dra-
matically reduced, as the Clouds should be approaching the Galaxy for the first
time (Besla et al. 2007). The research of the dynamical evolution of the Mag-
ellanic System is at the point where our understanding of the MW-LMC-SMC
interaction is at odds with some crucial observational constraints. The results of
Ružička et al. (2009), together with the conclusions by Besla et al. (2007), do not
allow for more than little doubts, that despite the high spatial velocities of the
Clouds, the models of the interaction may succeed if sufficiently efficient physical
mechanisms are introduced (Mastropietro et al. 2005; Nidever et al. 2008).

At the LMC and SMC distance of roughly 50 kpc, individual bright stars,
with I = 12−16 mag, will have transverse velocities determined to approximately
1− 2 km s−1 (∼20 µas yr−1). Gaia will allow kinematic mapping and membership
analyses of young star-forming regions in the LMC and SMC with comparable
precision to that presently available in the Milky Way. In other words, it will be
possible to compare directly the kinematics and structure of star-forming regions
in a large spiral disk with those in a mid-sized irregular galaxy.

4.1 The Large Magellanic Cloud

The de Vaucouleurs (1954) model of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC, Figure
4.2) as a flattened disk tilted to the plane of the sky with an inclination angle of
30−40° still remains the best overall description. Kontizas et al. (1993) separated
LMC clusters into two groups on the basis of age, an inner system containing
young clusters dynamically at very early stages, and an outer system of interme-
diate in age and old clusters dynamically advanced and small open-like clusters
(see their Figure 1). The inclination of the inner system, considered to be a
flattened disk, is 30°, while the similar outer system has an inclination of 42.3°
(Kontizas et al. 1990).

This is confirmed by van der Marel and Cioni (2001) who determined the
viewing angles of the LMC. The observed spatial brightness variation of tracers
(AGB and RGB stars) as function of position angle along a circle are well fit by a
geometric model of an inclined plane with an inclination angle of i = 34.7° ± 6.2°.
The average line-of-nodes position angle Θ = 122.5°±8.3°. They also suggest that
there is a tentative evidence for variations in the viewing angles with distance
from the LMC centre. This may indicate that the LMC disk plane is warped. It
is now well established that the east side of the LMC is closer than the west.

A basic feature of the LMC structure is the Bar, covering an area on the sky
of ∼ 3° × 1°, with its major axis at PA=120°. The pattern of rich OB associations
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4.1. The Large Magellanic Cloud

Figure 4.2: The LMC is classified as a dwarf irregular galaxy because of its nor-
mally chaotic appearance. In this deep and wide exposure by Yuri Beletsky (from
http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap080409.html) the full extent of the LMC be-
comes visible. Surprisingly, during longer exposures, the LMC begins to resemble
a barred spiral galaxy. North is up, east is to the left.

and large HII regions has been interpreted as a spiral structure (Russell 1890); a
faint outer loop, which has been looked upon as an extension of the main spiral
arm, is devoid of bright supergiants and emission regions and rather weak in HI.
The feature can be traced by carbon stars to the east of the main body of the
LMC, from −68° to −73° at 06h15m, and by carbon stars and old clusters to the
south, near −75° from 04h50m to 06h10m. The 30 Doradus complex does not fit
into most structural interpretations except in those where it is considered as the
centre of the spiral structure of the LMC.

The radio centre (at 05h20m −68.8°) of the LMC is displaced from the optical
center (at 05h24m −69.8°); from the centroid of the projected HI distribution,
at 05h35m, −68.5°; and from all other centroids. All the centroids of Extreme
population I objects lie to the north of those of the older ones, e.g. the PN,
the novae, the outlying clusters. One possible explanation is that the interaction
between the two Clouds during the last close encounter 0.2 Gyr ago pulled much
of the gas northwards in the LMC.

The simplest explanation of the present structure of the youngest population
in the LMC is the simultaneous bursts of star formation at several locations all
over the gas-containing area, followed by stochastic self-propagating star forma-
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Figure 4.3: The Small Magellanic Cloud is pictured above by Stéphane Guisard
(from http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/ap071001.html). This view includes two
foreground globular star clusters NGC 362 (bottom right) and 47 Tucanae. Spec-
tacular 47 Tuc is a mere 13 000 light-years away and seen here to the left of the
Small Magellanic Cloud. North is down, east is to the right.

tion processes (Westerlund 1991).

4.2 The Small Magellanic Cloud

The early efforts to define the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC, Figure 4.3) as a
rotating galaxy with a spiral structure have been replaced by intense efforts to un-
derstand its extension in depth and its possible fragmentation. The double peaks
in the SMC HI profiles separated by 30 − 40 km s−1, as well as the separation in
the radial velocities of stars, HII regions and planetary nebulae, lead Mathewson
and Ford (1984) to believe that the SMC has been badly torn during its near
collision with the LMC 0.2 Gyr ago, and a large fragment, the Mini-Magellanic
Cloud (MMC), is now separting from the remnant of the SMC (SMCR) at about
30 km s−1.

The SMC (Figure 4.4) is comprised of three main components: the Bar, Wing,
and high-density portion of the Magellanic Bridge. Boyer et al. (2011) determine
that the RSG, AGB, and RGB stars contribute near equal amounts of flux to
the global (extended + point-source) 3.6 µm flux within the Bar and Wing area.
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4.2. The Small Magellanic Cloud

Figure 4.4: Full SMC at 160 µm is shown and various regions are labeled. Figure
is from Gordon et al. (2009).

However, the RSG stars show a stronger contribution in the Wing. Perhaps this
is indicating an aging stellar population in the outskirts of the SMC.

Determinations of i and Θ exist but have little relevance if the extension of
the SMC is mainly in depth with the Wing and the northeastern part closer to us
than the southern part. Caldwell and Coulson (1986) found the SMC Cepheids
system to be an elongated structure seen nearly edge on, which stretches 15 to 20
kpc in the line of sight. Martin et al. (1989) conclude that most young objects lie
within a depth of less than 10 kpc. There is a tendency for the older populations
(novae, PN) to be displaced towards the west.

The SMC contains the same age groups as those seen in the LMC. Major
differences are: the intermediate-age clusters in the SMC appear older than those
in the LMC (Olszewski 1988); the HI distribution is not as clumpy as in the
LMC (the clumps surround HII regions and stellar associations); the Bar contains
proportionally more blue stars and gas than the LMC Bar; and the Wing exists.

Hatzidimitriou et al. (1989) undertook a detailed two-colour (B and R) study
of the stellar content of the SMC outer regions, using 1.2-m UK-Schmidt Tele-
scope photographic plates. In their next paper (Hatzidimitriou and Hawkins
1989) they present the three-dimensional distribution of the old disk and halo
populations in the SMC outlying north-eastern and south-western regions (with
projected distances from the optical centre larger than 2 kpc). They find a sig-
nificant line-of-sight depth of 17 kpc in the mean, reaching a maximum value of
23 kpc, in the north-eastern regions; these regions are ∼10 kpc deeper along the
line-of sight than the south-western regions. In the southern and western regions
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of the SMC there is a depth of less than 10 kpc along the line-of-sight; this value
is comparable with the SMC ‘tidal radius’ of ∼5 kpc (Welch et al. 1987).

Moreover, the asymmetrical structure of the SMC halo has been confirmed by
Gardiner and Hawkins (1991) from surface counts of red horizontal branch/clump
stars. They assume that the large radial extent of the ‘halo’ in the northern di-
rection which appears to extend beyond 6 kpc from the SMC optical centre is
probably due to the influence of the tidal field of the Galaxy. In the northern
areas of the SMC away from the areas of large depth, the underlying (assumed
spherically symmetric) space-density distribution of halo clump stars is best rep-
resented by an exponentially decaying relation. This is a relation which also
offers an explanation for the observed small but well-defined increase in depth
with distance from the SMC centre for these regions. Gardiner and Hatzidim-
itriou (1992) show that the bulk of the field populations in the outer parts of
the SMC possess a median age of 10–12 Gyr. The observed existence of a red
horizontal branch suggests the existence of a very old 15–16 Gyr population. The
projected distribution of populations younger than about 2 Gyr has been shown
to be biased towards the eastern side of the SMC.

4.3 The Bridge and Inter-Cloud region

The Large and Small Magellanic clouds represent the nearest examples of tidally
interacting galaxies and the Magellanic Bridge is a clear manifestation of a close
encounter of these two galaxies some 200 Myr ago (Zaritsky and Harris 2004).
The Magellanic Bridge (Figure 4.5) is a lament of neutral hydrogen, which joins
the SMC and LMC over some 15 kpc (McGee and Newton 1986; Staveley-Smith
et al. 1998). Gordon et al. (2009) detected the diffuse IR emission from dust
in the SMC Tail portion of the Magellanic Bridge. They define the SMC Tail
as the portion of the Magellanic Bridge that is adjacent to the SMC Wing and
has a higher density and metallicity than the rest of the Magellanic Bridge. The
gas-to-dust ratio in the SMC Tail region was measured to be 1200±350, (12±3.5)
times MW value.

Neutral hydrogen was detected in the LMC and SMC in 1954 (Kerr et al.
1954) and nine years later in the region between the two Clouds (Hindman et al.
1963a,b). No stellar member were detected between the SMC Wing and the LMC
until 1980, when Kunkel identified a group of young stars at 2h30m, −74°. The
extensive young stellar population found afterwards forms an optical counterpart
to the HI Bridge (Irwin et al. 1985). The SMC Wing is the brightest part in this
link and contains even younger objects. The main-sequence stars in the inter-
Cloud region have an age of 0.1 Gyr, whereas the youngest objects in the Wing
are about 5 Myr (Meaburn 1986).
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4.4. The Magellanic Stream

Figure 4.5: Full SMC in HI is shown and various regions are labeled. Figure is
from Gordon et al. (2009).

The long spurs extending northwards from the bridge towards the Magel-
lanic Stream (see Figure 4.6) are a noticeable feature of the inter-Cloud region.
Mathewson and Ford (1984) believe that these spurs must be the result of tidal
forces between the LMC and SMC and are the start of the Magellanic Stream.
Mathewson et al. (1987) suggested that the inter-Cloud gas and the Stream were
produced in a close encounter between the LMC and the SMC about 0.4 Gyr
ago. The Clouds in the Stream formed in collisions between the inter-Cloud gas
and the high-velocity clouds in the Galactic halo.

4.4 The Magellanic Stream

The Magellanic Stream is a narrow band of neutral hydrogen gas along a small
circle 7° from, and parallel to, a great circle that passes through the south galactic
pole and cuts the galactic plane at l = 280°, ending with the HI clouds detected
by Wannier et al. (1972) If the reasonable assumption is made that the Stream
forms part of a great circle when viewed from the galactic centre, then this paral-
lax places the Stream at about the distance of the Magellanic Clouds (Mathewson
et al. 1977). It extends about 100° from the inter-Cloud region and as an essen-
tially continuous filament. It is bifurcated for most of its length into horseshoe-
shaped structures. There are six main concenrations, MS I - MS VI (see Figure
4.6). The surface density is greatest at MS I and weakest at MS VI, with each
successive cloud having a lower density than the previous one (Mathewson et al.
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1987).
The velocity gradient along the Stream is striking, although much of it is a

reflex motion due to solar motion around the Galactic Centre. Putman et al.
(2003) show that the Stream begins near the Clouds at VLSR ≈ 250 km s−1 and
extends to −450 km s−1 at its tail, an overall range of 700 km s−1. In terms of
a Galactic reference frame, it begins at VGSR ≈ 100 km s−1 and extends to −290
km s−1. This is still substantial and indicates that there are non-circular motions
present.

Mastropietro et al. (2005) carried out high-resolution gravitational/hydro-
dynamical simulations of the interaction between the LMC and the Milky Way
covering the previous 4 Gyr of the orbit of the LMC. As the LMC spirals inwards
towards the Galaxy, it suffers ever-increasing gravitational tidal forces and hy-
drodynamical stripping. It was found that the combined effects of gravity and
ram-pressure stripping can account for the majority of the LMC’s kinematical
and morphological features and the morphology of the Magellanic Stream. More-
over, the complexity of the HI geometry in the region surrounding the Magellanic
Clouds suggests that a close encounter between the Clouds and gas stripped from
the SMC contributed not negligibly to the formation of the MS.

The gas stripped from the LMC disk formed a great circle, or a polar ring,
around the Galaxy, consistent with the discovered extension of the MS into the
Northern Hemisphere by Braun and Thilker (2004). Less material was stripped
during the pericentric passage 4 Gyr ago since dynamical friction has moved the
Clouds closer today. Very few stars are tidally removed from the LMC, but its
disk becomes severely warped dur to the tidal interaction.
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4.4. The Magellanic Stream

Figure 4.6: Annotated HI column density image of the Magellanic Clouds, Bridge,
Stream, and the beginning of the Leading Arm feature by Putman et al. (2003).
Velocities from −450 to 400 km s−1 are included, excluding ± 20 km s−1 due to
confusion with Galactic emission. Magellanic longitudes for positions along the
Stream are also labeled. The intensity values are on a logarithmic scale with
black corresponding to NHI > 6 × 1020 cm−2, and the faintest levels corresponding
to ∼ 2 × 1018 cm−2. Galactic longitude increases in a counterclockwise direction.
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Chapter 5

Observational Data

5.1 Requirements
In order to obtain the spatial distribution of various stellar populations in the
Magellanic Clouds archive data were used - both all-sky surveys and dedicated
catalogues. The requirements were chosen with respect to the performance ex-
pected from the Gaia mission - an all-sky survey with a limiting magnitude V ∼ 20
mag. These requirements are listed below:

• to cover the whole galaxy

• to be homogeneous

• to be complete, preferably to V = 20 mag

• to be deep enough

The Magellanic Clouds are the nearest neighbours of our Milky Way galaxy
and among the most studied galaxies in the Local Group. This makes them the
ideal target in a range of scientific topics - variable (Cepheids, RR Lyr) stars for
determining the distance to the MCs and perfecting the period-luminosity rela-
tion, MCs spatial velocities (proper motions, radial velocities) for understanding
their movement in the Local Group and their interaction with other members of
the group, chemical evolution, stellar and galactic evolution.

Vast amounts of observational material for this area of the southern sky has
been acquired for the last hundred years in every wavelength range available.
Therefore, one would expect that finding archive data will pose no difficulties.
However, their proximity results in a large angular dimensions on the sky. This
means that when searching for observational material on the Magellanic Clouds
it is very difficult to find data sources which have the appropriate data coverage
needed for this project.
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At the beginning of this project several possible data sources were available.
Some of them met the above criteria, and others did not. All of catalogues will
be presented and their advantages and disadvantages will be further discussed
below.

5.2 Catalogues

5.2.1 SuperCOSMOS

The SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey (SSS) provides digitized sky survey plates taken
with the UK Schmidt telescope (UKST), the ESO Schmidt, and the Palomar
Schmidt. The survey covers a very large area, although, not as large as the
2MASS. However, it has one disadvantage: stars in the centres of both LMC
and SMC are selectively missed, probably due to crowding (which at this spatial
resolution becomes crucial in dense regions), or maintaining low error on deter-
mination of positions, proper motions and colours. Access to the data is provided
through http://surveys.roe.ac.uk/ssa/.

It can still be possible to use SuperCOSMOS data to investigate the outer
parts of the Clouds, but the overall combination from insufficient completeness,
coverage and homogeneity makes this unnecessary with the more recent and com-
parable as quality surveys, such as 2MASS and MCPS.

5.2.2 The Magellanic Catalogue of Stars (MACS)

Tucholke et al. (1995) provide a catalogue of positions for 243561 stars, based
on scans of ESO Schmidt plates (see Figure 5.1). The positional accuracy is
better than 0.5 arcsec for 99% of the stars and the limiting magnitude is B < 16.5
mag. Only those stars are included which are undisturbed by close neighbours as
verified by visual screening in order to obtain a clean astrometric reference.

Therefore, this catalogue does not seem to satisfy any of the requirements
listed above.

5.2.3 The Magellanic Clouds Photometric Survey (MCPS)

The Magellanic Clouds Photometric Survey (Zaritsky et al. 2002, 2004) offers
very rich and complete catalogues of the Magelanic Clouds but the area they
cover is somewhat limited. Using the Las Campanas Swope telescope (1 m) and
the Great Circle Camera with a 2K CCD they obtained drift-scan images for
both Magellanic Clouds in the Johnson U , B, and V and the Gunn I filters. The
effective exposure time is between 4 and 5 minutes for SMC scans and 3.8 and
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Figure 5.1: Sky distribution of 175779 catalogue stars towards the LMC (left)
and 67782 in the direction of the SMC. Also given are numbers identifying the
ESO/SERC atlas fields, the outlines of the plates used, and a J2000.0 coordinate
grid. Figures from Tucholke et al. (1996).

Figure 5.2: Grey-scale representation of the LMC (left) and SMC (right) - stellar
density maps of stars with V ≤ 20. Figures from Zaritsky et al. (2002, 2004). The
images show the entire survey region (∼ 8.5°×7.5° for the LMC and ∼ 4.5°×4° for
the SMC).

5.2 minutes for LMC scans. The pixel scale was 0.7 arcsec pixel−1. Typical seeing
is ∼1.5 arcsec, and scans with seeing worse than ∼2.5 arcsec were not accepted.
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The catalogues of the SMC and LMC cover the central 18 deg2 and 64 deg2
area respectively. The incompleteness becomes significant at magnitude fainter
than V > 20. A grey-scale representation of the LMC and SMC is presented
in Figure 5.2. The data are combined with 2MASS (J , H, and Ks) and Deep
Near-Infrared Southern Sky Survey (I, J , and Ks) catalogues to provide, when
available, U through Ks data for the stars. The survey description as well as the
various data products can be found at http://ngala.as.arizona.edu/dennis/
mcsurvey.html.

Thus, MCPS provides deep homogeneous data complete down to V = 20. This
is convenient since stars fainter than 20th magnitude will not be detected by Gaia
because of its observational limit. However, only the central parts of the Clouds
have been surveyed.

5.2.4 Master Catalogue of stars towards the MCs (MC2)

Figure 5.3: The spatial distribution of the blue stars selected with (V −Ks) ≤ 1
in the (I, V −Ks) diagram. There are 19 646 sources. The I band is from DENIS
and the J , H and Ks are from 2MASS.

Delmotte et al. (2002) provide a multi-wavelength reference catalogue. They
started with a massive cross-identification of two near-infrared surveys: the DE-
NIS Catalogue towards the Magellanic Clouds (DCMC) with more than 1.3 mil-
lion sources identified in at least two of the three DENIS filters (I, J , Ks) and
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the 2nd Incremental Release of the 2MASS point source catalogue (J , H, Ks)
covering the same region of the sky. Both point source catalogues provide an
unprecedented wealth of data on the stellar populations of the Magellanic Clouds
(MCs). The cross-matching procedure has been extended to optical wavelength
ranges, including the UCAC1 (USNO) and GSC2.2 catalogues.

However, as can be seen in Figure 5.3 the case of LMC, for example, areas
in the central parts of the Magellanic Clouds are missing in the 2MASS release
used for this catalogue. Another problem which arises from the cross-matching
and combination of several sources is that the stellar density is not homogeneous
across the two galaxies. Therefore, we decided not to use the MC2 in our study.

5.2.5 2MASS

The Two-Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) has uniformly scanned the entire sky
in three near-infrared bands to detect and characterize point sources brighter
than about 1 mJy in each band, with signal-to-noise ratio greater than 10. The
limiting magnitude of 2MASS is somewhat bright with J < 15.8, H < 15.1 and
Ks < 14.3 mag (Skrutskie et al. 2006). 2MASS used two highly-automated 1.3-m
telescopes, one at Mt. Hopkins, AZ, and one at CTIO, Chile. Each telescope was
equipped with a three-channel camera, each channel consisting of a 256 × 256
array of HgCdTe detectors, capable of observing the sky simultaneously at J
(1.25 µm), H (1.65 µm), and Ks (2.17µm).

The 2MASS arrays imaged the sky while the telescopes scan smoothly in
declination at a rate of 1′ per second. The 2MASS data “tiles” are 6° long in
the declination direction and one camera frame (8.5′) wide. While the entire
telescope scanned in the declination direction, the telescope’s secondary mirror
tilted opposite the scan direction to momentarily freeze the focal plane image.
At the end of a 1.3 s exposure the secondary flew back to its start position and
froze a new piece slightly displaced from the previous frame. The dead time
between frames used for secondary flyback and array reset was less than 0.1 s.
The camera field-of-view shifted by ∼1/6 of a frame in declination from frame-to-
frame. The camera images each consisted of six pointings on the sky for a total
integration time of 7.8 s, with sub-pixel “dithering”, which improves the ultimate
spatial resolution of the final Atlas Images. When accounting for dead time and
the time to point the telescope and initiate a scan, the 2MASS observing system
integrated on the sky approximately 84% of each night.

Although 2MASS is an all-sky survey and one is able to select as large an
area around their target as is necessary, the survey is not as deep as needed for
Gaia. Still, it can be useful for studying the overall distribution of stellar pop-
ulations in the Magellanic Clouds over a larger area than it is possible with the
MCPS for example. It gives us the distribution of the massive and intermedi-
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ate mass stellar component and is very useful due to its homogeneity and its
unique coverage. Access to the various data products of 2MASS is provided
at IRSA (http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/Gator/). IRSA is
chartered to curate the calibrated science products from NASA‘s infrared and
sub-millimeter missions, including major large-area/all-sky surveys.

5.2.6 UBVR CCD survey of the Magellanic Clouds

Figure 5.4: Outlines of the eleven 1.2° × 1.2° Schmidt fields in the LMC (left)
and of the six fields in the SMC (right). North is to the top and east is to the
left. Figures from Massey (2002a).

The MCs survey of Massey (2002b) covers 14.5 deg2 and 7.2 deg2 of the LMC
and SMC respectively. The catalogue contains 179655 LMC and 84995 SMC
stars brighter than V ≈ 18, and is photometrically complete to U ∼ B ∼ V ∼ 15.7
and R ∼ 15.2, although stars in crowded regions were selectively missed. As can
be seen in Figure 5.4 (Massey 2002a) the mosaic of the Schmidt plates does not
cover the entire galaxies.

Thus, neither does this catalogue cover both galaxies, nor is it deep or com-
plete enough for the purposes of this project.

5.2.7 Carbon stars catalogues

The carbon stars data we use comes from three separate sources - one catalogue
for the LMC, one for the inner parts of the SMC, and another one for the outer
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parts of the SMC. (Kontizas et al. 2001) provide a catalogue of 7760 carbon stars
in the LMC. The stars were identified during a systematic survey of objective-
prism plates taken with the UK 1.2m Schmidt Telescope.

Rebeirot et al. (1993) provide accurate positions and charts for 1707 car-
bon stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud identified on GRISM plates. The cat-
alogue provides data on magnitudes, colours, and carbon-abundance measure-
ments. Morgan and Hatzidimitriou (1995) completed the survey of carbon stars
in the outer parts of the Small Magellanic Cloud. The candidate objects were
identified by inspecting UK Schmidt Telescope objective-prism plates which cover
a total area of ∼220 deg2 on the sky, including the inter-Cloud region. Coordinates
are given for 1185 newly identified carbon stars.

The above catalogues cover not only the Magellanic Clouds themselves but
also the inter-Cloud region. There are no obvious inhomogeneities or incom-
pleteness. This makes the carbon stars data the most complete in terms of both
coverage, depth and numbers.

5.3 Summary
In the beginning of this project a list of requirements was created in order to
account for the specific needs of the Gaia Universe Model, used for simulations
of the Gaia mission. Various catalogues were considered. The advantages and
disadvantages of these catalogues were descussed in the previous Section 5.2.
Table 5.1 lists all the catalogues that were considered and shows if this source
was fulfilling the various requirements.

Table 5.1: Catalogues available at the beginning of the project. It is shown if
they fulfill the requirements and if they were used in this work.

Catalogue coverage homogeneity completeness depth
MCPS ∼ yes yes yes
2MASS yes yes ∼ no
Carbon stars yes yes yes ∼
UBVR CCD survey no ∼ no no
SuperCOSMOS ∼ no no no
MC2 yes no no ∼
MACS ∼ no no no

Many of the catalogues considered did not satisfy most of our requirements,
like SuperCOSMOS, MC2, and the UBVR CCD survey. In fact, some of them
actually did not satisfy any of the requirements, like the MACS. On the other
hand, there were also catalogues, which were an acceptable compromise and in
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the end they were approved to be used for this study. The MCPS, 2MASS, and
the three carbon stars catalogues were selected:

• 2MASS, because of the full coverage, although it is not as deep as would be
desirable. The data used here are from the 2MASS All-Sky Point Source
Catalog,

• the Magellanic Clouds Photometric Survey, because of the completeness,
even though barely covering the central parts of the galaxies, and

• carbon stars catalogues - they are complete both in terms of numbers and
spatial distribution.
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Chapter 6

Data Analysis

In this chapter we study the spatial distribution of the stellar content of the Mag-
ellanic Clouds using isopleth (isodensity) maps and radial surface density profiles.
The isopleth maps of the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds are presented, as
well as the radial surface density profiles obtained from the various data sources.
Moreover, the spatial distribution of both Clouds is discussed and compared to
results from previous studies.

6.1 Colour-Magnitude Diagrams

In order to investigate the distribution of the various stellar populations in terms
of evolutionary age one needs the colour-magnitude diagrams (CMD). For very
large data sets the colour-magnitude diagrams are more useful in the form of Hess
diagrams. A Hess diagram shows the relative density of occurrence of stars at
different colour-magnitude positions in the colour-magnitude diagram.

Such diagrams were produced from both catalogues of the Magellanic Clouds:
the Magellanic Clouds Photometric Survey (MCPS) and the 2 Micron All-Sky
Survey (2MASS). The colour-magnitude range from the MCPS and 2MASS data
sets was divided in a grid with different numbers of cells for each data set. The
size of the cells was chosen in such a way as to provide a fine grid and at the
same time contain enough stars for the statistics. The diagrams from the MCPS
and 2MASS are shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, respectively. Isochrones for
10 Myr, 100 Myr, 300 Myr, and 1 Gyr are displayed on top of the contours in the
Hess diagrams. The density levels are logarithmic.

The stellar content of both Magellanic Clouds was divided into several age
groups, matching features of the CMD with isochrones obtained from http://
stev.oapd.inaf.it/cmd based on Marigo et al. (2008) and Bertelli et al. (1994).
The selection criteria we use are summarized in Table 6.1. It contains the colours
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Figure 6.1: Hess diagrams of the LMC (left) and SMC (right) from the Magellanic
Clouds Photometric Survey. The density levels are logarithmic. Isochrones are
obtained from http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cmd based on Marigo et al. (2008)
and Bertelli et al. (1994). Isochrones for 10 Myr, 100 Myr, 300 Myr, and 1 Gyr
are displayed on top of the contours in the Hess diagrams.
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Figure 6.2: Hess diagrams of the LMC (left) and SMC (right) from the 2 Micron
All-Sky Survey. The density levels are logarithmic. Isochrones are obtained from
http://stev.oapd.inaf.it/cmd based on Marigo et al. (2008) and Bertelli et al.
(1994). Isochrones for 10 Myr, 100 Myr, 300 Myr, and 1 Gyr are displayed on
top of the contours in the Hess diagrams.

and magnitude criteria and ages for the various age groups. The oldest group
contains Red Clump stars with ages > 1 Gyr. The younger stars are divided in
one age group younger than 1 Gyr (for 2MASS) and three age groups with ages
< 0.1 Gyr, between 0.1 and 0.3 Gyr, and between 0.3 and 0.9 Gyr (for MCPS).
There are two separate sets of criteria - one for the MCPS data and another one
for the 2MASS data. This was necessary because the MCPS allows more detailed
age grouping than the 2MASS.

Table 6.1: Age groups of Magellanic Clouds stellar content. There are two sepa-
rate sets of criteria - one for the MCPS and another one for the 2MASS data.

age magnitude colour source catalogue
A < 0.1 Gyr 11 < U < 16 -1.5 < U-V < -0.6 MCPS, MS 1
B 0.1 - 0.3 Gyr 16 < U < 18 -1.3 < U-V < 0.2 MCPS, MS 2
C 0.3 - 0.9 Gyr 18 < U < 21 -0.8 < U-V < 1.2 MCPS, MS 3
D > 1 Gyr 17 < V < 20 0.4 < V-I < 1.8 MCPS, Red Clump
E < 0.1 Gyr K < 15 -0.5 < J-K < 0.2 2MASS, MS
F > 1 Gyr 13.5 < K < 15.5 0.2 < J-K < 1.2 2MASS, Red Clump
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6.2 Isopleth Maps

The isopleth maps of the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds were produced using
data from the MCPS, 2MASS, and three carbon stars catalogues (one covering
the LMC, and two - the SMC). These data sources were described in more detail
in Chapter 5.

The isodensity contour maps obtained from the MCPS for both the Large
and Small Magellanic Clouds are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. The
age in the four panels grows from age group A to age group D from below 100
Myr to above 1 Gyr. The contour maps from 2MASS for the main sequence and
red clump stars are presented in Figure 6.5. Again, stars younger than 1 Gyr
are located in the upper panel, and the Red Clump stars are in the lower panel.
Figure 6.6 contains the isodensity contour maps obtained from the combined
carbon star catalogues.

The contour levels in all figures are logarithmic. The lowest levels for the
isopleth maps from the MCPS are chosen somewhat arbitrarily, and mostly for
clarity, because the data cover only the central parts of the Magellanic Clouds
and the foreground stars are found at much lower densities. The colour bar shows
the stellar surface density in terms of deg−2.

The spatial distribution of the various age groups is as expected. The older
stars have a more regular and smoother appearance, while younger stars form
fragmented and less symmetric structures (Belcheva et al. 2011; Cioni et al. 2000;
Gonidakis et al. 2009; Maragoudaki et al. 1998, 2001; Zaritsky et al. 2000). This
progression is clearly seen in Figure 6.3, as well as in Figure 6.4 from oldest group
D to the youngest in age group A.

In Figure 6.3 panel A contains the youngest stars in the LMC and their
distribution is extremely fragmented. Almost no sign of any structure is present.
Then, in panels B and C one can clearly discern not only the LMC bar but also
possibly a spiral arm to the SW. In panel D the distribution of stars older than
∼ 1 Gyr becomes smoother and less remarkable.

The same effect is observed in the SMC too. The youngest stars with ages <
100 Myr in Figure 6.4 present the most disturbed contours. The Bar of the SMC
and an extension towards the Wing are dominating the appearance of the galaxy.
As age increases these features become again less pronounced, until they almost
completely smooth out in the last panel D.

Figure 6.5 shows that the distribution of the younger and older stars in the
LMC and SMC from NIR data follows the same trend as is observed from the
MCPS. The age group E shows a more fragmented distribution in both galaxies.
In the LMC younger stars are clumped in the central parts and in the SMC
they trace the Bar and Wing region extending towards the Bridge. The older,
intermediate age stars’ distribution as seen in Figures 6.5 and 6.6 is smooth and
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Figure 6.3: Isopleth contour maps of the LMC stars from the MCPS with various
ages. The age in the panels grows from A to D from less than 100 Myr to above
1 Gyr.
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Figure 6.4: Isopleth contour maps of the SMC stars from the MCPS with various
ages. The age in the panels grows from A to D from less than 100 Myr to above
1 Gyr.
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Figure 6.5: Isopleth contour maps of the Magellanic Clouds from 2MASS. Top -
age group E, bottom - age group F. Left - LMC, right - SMC.
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Figure 6.7: RDPs for the subsets of LMC stars from the MCPS, fitted with
exponential-disk (red line) and King profiles (blue line). Top row - age groups A
and B; bottom row - age groups C and D. Error bars are not shown, because the
Poisson errors are comparable in size to or smaller than the symbols. Below each
profile are the residuals from the fit.
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Figure 6.8: RDPs for the subsets of SMC stars from the MCPS, fitted with
exponential-disk (red line) and King profiles (blue line). Top row - age groups A
and B; bottom row - age groups C and D. Error bars are not shown, because the
Poisson errors are comparable in size to or smaller than the symbols. Below each
profile are the residuals from the fit.
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Figure 6.9: RDPs for the subsets of stars from 2MASS, fitted with exponential-
disk (red line) and King profiles (blue line). Top row - age group E; bottom row
- age group F. Left - LMC; right - SMC. Error bars are not shown, because the
poisson errors are comparable in size to or smaller than the symbols. Below each
profile are the residuals from the fit.
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Figure 6.10: RDPs for the carbon stars, fitted with exponential-disk (red line)
and King profiles (blue line). Left - LMC; middle - LMC bright; right - SMC.
Below each profile are the residuals from the fit.
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mostly undisturbed.
Moreover, the spatial distribution of stars from 2MASS and of the carbon stars

in the LMC (see Figure 6.5 and 6.6) suggests that there are two subsystems, whose
major axes are almost perpendicular to one another. The same behaviour has
recently been detected by Bica et al. (2008) for the star clusters in the LMC. This
effect has previously been described by Kontizas et al. (1990) and later by Dottori
et al. (1996), who found that the young clusters, mainly occupying the bar, are
rotated with respect to the older clusters and the major axes of the systems are
almost perpendicular.

6.3 Radial Surface Density Profiles

For the RDPs the following centres of the Magellanic Clouds were adopted, given
by the SIMBAD Astronomical Database1 - for LMC: 05h23m −69d45m and for
the SMC: 00h52m −72d48m.

The RDPs obtained from MCPS are presented in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 for the
LMC and SMC, respectively. The RDPs from 2MASS data and the carbon stars
catalogues are presented in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The theoretical models used to
fit the RDPs are the exponential-disk (Eq. 2.5) and the King law (Eq. 2.6). The
best fit of both models is displayed in each figure. In all figures, except Figure
6.10, error bars are not shown, because the Poisson errors are comparable in size
to or smaller than the symbols. Additionally, the residuals below each profile
reveal the preferred model and show the dominant model for each part of the
galaxy.

Figures 6.7a and 6.8a display a very clumpy distribution for the brightest stel-
lar population. Considering that the stars in this age group are in concentrations,
i.e. stellar complexes (Maragoudaki et al. 1998, 2001), then the very wide spread
is expected and explained.

The RDPs for the SMC from MCPS show that both the exponential-disk and
the King models can be used to describe the stellar distribution. However, as
can be seen from Figure 6.8, if the distribution of the youngest stars is almost
equally well fitted by both, the oldest stars definitely follow the King law. Such
a difference is not observed in the LMC, where the exponential-disk model seems
slightly better. This is possibly due to the relatively smaller area available for the
LMC, which is dominated by the younger stars. A similar behaviour is observed
in the RDPs from 2MASS. Both the younger and the older stars in the LMC are
distributed on an exponential disk, while the radial density distribution of the
SMC is better described by the King profile.

1http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad
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6.4. Discussion

The structural parameters of the LMC and SMC obtained by fitting RDPs
from the adopted data sets in the various catalogues are listed in Table 6.2.
Columns (2) and (3) contain the central density of objects f0D and the scale
length hD respectively. Columns (4)-(7) contain the central density of objects
f0K , the core radius rc, the tidal radius rt where available, and the concentration
parameter cp.

The parametric value of the tidal radius rt obtained for stars from 2MASS
and the MCPS was not reliable enough, because of the relative incompleteness of
2MASS and the small area that is available from the MCPS. The carbon stars, on
the other hand, represent a sufficiently complete sample of this particular group of
objects as numbers, spatial distribution, and magnitude range. Therefore we can
use these objects as prototypes of the major dynamical system in both Clouds.

Bica et al. (2008) derived the structural parameters of the star cluster system
of the Magellanic Clouds. The results suggest that the LMC disk scale length is
≈ 1°, about twice the SMC value, when fitting the profiles with an exponential-
disk model. One of their conclusions is that the large-scale structure of both
interacting irregular galaxies does not follow the classical disk and/or spheroidal
laws, since the R1/4 law fails completely. Additionaly, fitting the surface density
profiles with a three-parameter King-like profile gives a similar result: the SMC
structural radii correspond to about half of the LMC ones.

We detect a similar behaviour for the carbon stars (see Table 6.2) with hD =
1.69 ± 0.07 for the LMC and hD = 0.69 ± 0.02 for the SMC. This ratio of hD in
both Clouds is evident also for both the young and old stellar populations from
2MASS data and all but the youngest groups of stars from MCPS data.

6.4 Discussion

It is common for dIrr galaxies to have patchy distributions of young, blue stars
but smoother and more extended distributions of older, redder stars that follow
exponential or King surface density profiles (Mateo 1998). Our results for the
inner region of the Magellanic Clouds and the fairly azimuthally symmetric ellip-
tical exponential profile of the older SMC stars (Nidever et al. 2011) is consistent
with this general trend.

Nidever et al. (2011) determine that the SMC star-count density follows a
general radial exponential, but the distribution is not well-fitted by a single ex-
ponential for all radii and position angles. They find that the distribution of
RGB stars is quite different for the inner (R ≲3°) and intermediate (3°≲ R ≲7.5°)
radial regions. The intermediate component is much more azimuthally symmet-
ric than the inner component which is quite elliptical, and the major axes of the
two components are nearly perpendicular (difference ∼105°). The center of the
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intermediate component is offset by 0.59° to the northeast of the center of the
inner component - along the inner’s major axis - and is closer to the HI dynami-
cal center (separation=0.38°; Stanimirović et al. (2004)). In the curent study we
cannot confirm nor argue this finding because our data does not reach more than
∼2° from the center of the SMC.

However, the SMC is not as undisturbed as might be suggested from the
fairly symmetrical density profile of its intermediate component. Hatzidimitriou
et al. (1989) and Gardiner and Hawkins (1991) used red clump stars to show
that the line-of-sight depth varies significantly across the face of the SMC. It
is much thicker in the northeast and extends to smaller distances there (from
the Sun) compared to the southwest. Therefore, the three-dimensional structure
of the SMC is somewhat irregular and disturbed, likely due to the recent close
interaction of the SMC with the LMC. The fact that the projected density profile
is still so symmetric might be a coincidence owing to the particular orientation
of the Magellanic system relative to our viewing angle.

Based on the surface density distribution and the radial density profile of the
red clump stars and RR Lyrae stars the observed structure of the SMC, in which
both the red clump stars and RR Lyrae stars are distributed, is approximated
as a triaxial ellipsoid (Subramanian and Subramaniam 2011). The line of sight
depth (front to back distance) across the SMC is estimated using the dispersion
in the I0 magnitudes of both the red clump stars and the RR Lyrae stars and
found to be large (∼14 kpc) for both the populations.

The difference in the line-of-sight depths between the eastern and western sides
of the SMC suggests a possible explanation for the lack of centration between the
inner and outer distributions. Because the stars on the eastern side of the SMC
are on average closer than the stars on the western side, the SMC periphery will
exhibit a perspective effect. The near-side of the SMC will appear larger than
the far-side and the density contours will be “stretched” on the near-side (east)
and “bunched-up” on the far-side (west). The net result is that the center of
outer contours of a fit to the on-sky densities will be systematically shifted to
the near-side, or the east, as observed. A perspective effect has previously been
observed to affect the outer contours of the LMC due to the inclination of its
stellar disk (van der Marel 2001). However, it is important to note that the lack
of any stellar rotation seen in radial velocities (Harris and Zaritsky 2006; Kunkel
et al. 2000) or proper motions (Piatek et al. 2008) indicates that the SMC does
not have a stellar disk like the LMC, but is pressure supported and likely has
a more spheroidal or ellipsoidal shape. The difference in line-of-sight distances
across the SMC might be a result of tidal distortions of the SMC shape due to
the recent encounter of the Magellanic Clouds ∼200 Myr ago.

The structural parameters of the LMC and SMC from the adopted data sets
in the various catalogues (MCPS, 2MASS, and carbon stars) are listed in Table
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6.2. Neither the exponential-disk, nor King models are always very explicitly
determined as the dominant dynamical model. However, we can adopt a criterion
for the acceptance of one or the other model. The χ2 values given by the RDPs
fitting allow us to assume one of the models as more appropriate for describing
the distribution of the data. A second criterion could be the age of the stellar
population, assuming that the very young population might be distributed on an
exponential disk-like structure, even if it does not fit the whole galaxy.

It was shown that there is a system of young objects more concentrated in the
central region of the LMC with a position angle almost perpendicular to the other
system. Of course the inclination of the LMC is small (almost face-on), allowing
the difference to be seen. The two systems in the LMC have been previously
mentioned, and are explained as one result of the interaction between the Milky
Way galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds.

From the carbon stars in the LMC, it was shown that two different systems
exist with a core radius of 3.3 ± 0.1 deg for the faint and 0.9 ± 0.1 deg for the
bright carbon stars. An exponential model also shows such a difference in the
scale height, 1.69 ± 0.07 deg and 0.98 ± 0.05 deg, respectively, revealing a smaller
central system of more massive carbon stars. The young clusters are also found
in a smaller central system, than for the old ones (Bica et al. 2008). As can be
seen in Figures 6.6 and 6.10, we did not observe such a segregation for the SMC
carbon stars.

The spatial distribution of the stellar content at the age of the last star for-
mation event shows that the star formation has shrunk to the central regions in
the last 100 Myr in both the galaxies. Indu and Subramaniam (2011) propose
that the HI gas in the LMC is pulled to the north of the LMC in the last 200
Myr due to the gravitational attraction of our Galaxy at the time of perigalactic
passage. The shifted HI gas is preferentially compressed in the north during the
last 200 − 40 Myr and in the north-east in the last 40 Myr, due to the motion of
the LMC in the Galactic halo. The recent star formation in the SMC is due to
the combined gravitational effect of the LMC and the perigalactic passage.

Although the Magellanic Clouds are assumed to be irregular galaxies, it also
seems that the older populations appear to behave as tidally truncated systems,
even if they do not show obvious radial symmetry. From Table 6.2 we can see that
the parameters of the fitting for the young stellar populations are inconclusive.
However, this is no surprise, because even if the bulk of the stars show some radial
symmetry, this is not the case for the young bright stars. Both their contour
maps and their radial density profiles do not support such an assumption. This
is anticipated since clumping of star-forming regions dominates their distribution.
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Part III

The Magellanic Clouds and the
Universe Model
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Part III is devoted to a very important part of this study. The inspiration
behind this project was the implementation of galaxies resolved in stars for the
Gaia Universe Model, used for simulations in the framework of the Gaia mission
preparation. This basically meant to provide a model of the distribution of key
stellar populations in nearby galaxies (e.g. the Magellanic Clouds), which would
then become a part of the Gaia Universe Model. This part of the Thesis shows
how the initial idea evolved and how results from this study were used during
simulations by the DPAC CU2.

The Data Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC) is a European collab-
oration including the ESA Gaia Science Operations Centre (SOC) and a broad,
international science community, and including six large Data Processing Centres
(DPCs). The Consortium is structured around a set of eight Coordination Units
(CUs) each in charge of a specific aspect of the data processing. CU2’s main
task is to develop a software system capable of covering the simulation needs of
the Gaia DPAC. Chapter 7 gives a short description of CU2 which is responsible
for the development of the Gaia Universe Model. This Chapter also presents the
Universe Model itself.

Chapter 8 presents both stages of the implementation of Magellanic Clouds
stars into the Gaia Universe Model. First, catalogues of stellar parameters were
prepared using existing B, V and I magnitudes and coordinates data and provid-
ing rough estimates for the spectral type, effective temperature and the surface
gravity. Other global parameters of the Magellanic Clouds were assumed, based
on data from the literature. These parameters were the distance to the Clouds,
their depth, proper motions, radial velocities and metallicity distribution. Then
the provided catalogues were used to analyze the content of a full sky snapshot
(for a given moment in time) of the Universe Model (Robin et al. 2012).
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Chapter 7

Gaia Data Simulations

7.1 Structure and Goals of DPAC/CU2

The main task of the Coordination Unit 2 (CU2) is to develop a software system
capable of covering the simulation needs of the Gaia Data Processing Consortia
(DPAC). However, software engineering competence alone is not sufficient for the
task; a strong scientific component is also needed to ensure that the system fulfills
the scientific needs of the DPAC. The CU2 structure reflects this dual nature and
is organised around four teams: i) a core software engineering team; ii) a scientific
team for the development of a Universe Model; iii) a scientific team providing the
expertise to develop models of the Gaia spacecraft and its instruments and iv) a
Quality Assurance and Validation team

CU2 is subdivided into Development Units (DUs), which take the responsi-
bility of specific parts of the CU2 overall task.

DU1 Coordination & management This DU is a placeholder for the man-
agement structure of CU2. It is in charge of the overall coordination and manage-
ment of CU2, from requirements gathering to project control, schedule definition
and priority selection. It is constituted by the CU2 and DU managers.

DU2 Software engineering This DU is in charge of the software engineering
aspects of the project, a core software engineering team able to professionally
manage the development of a complex software system, the Gaia simulator.

DU3 Universe model This DU is in charge of the definition, development and
integration of Universe Model into the Gaia simulator. The team composing this
group should be essentially made of scientists, in charge of interacting with the
wide European Scientific Community to gather the necessary expertise to build
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Figure 7.1: Organisation of the simulation development by DPAC (2007). The
simulator building blocks are shown - a core library implementing all the tools
needed, including models of observable objects (Universe Model) and spacecraft
instruments(Instrument Model), a telemetry simulator (GASS), a pixel-level sim-
ulator (GIBIS), and a intermediate data simulator (GOG).

the models of the wide variety of objects to be observed by Gaia, but should
also be competent in software engineering to enable its integration in the Gaia
simulator with the support of the other DUs.

DU4 Instrument models This DU is in charge of the definition, development
and integration of the spacecraft and instrument models into the Gaia simulator.

DU5 Gaia System Simulator (GASS) This DU is in charge of the develop-
ment of the GASS data generator, that will provide simulations of the telemetry
stream of the mission. The simulations use some simplifications of the instru-
ment and Universe models allowing a large amount of data to be simulated over
a significant period of time.

DU6 Gaia Instrument & Basic Image Simulator (GIBIS) This DU is
in charge of the development of the GIBIS data generator, that will provide
simulations of the data at the pixel level. The resulting simulations should be as
realistic as possible for a limited region of a sky and over a short period of time.
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7. Gaia Universe Model

Figure 7.2: Gaia Universe Model Snapshot (http://www.rssd.esa.int). The
Universe model used in this version includes only galactic stars, generated us-
ing the Besançon Galaxy Model (the generation of binaries and variables was
deactivated) in combination with the Drimmel extinction model.

DU7 Gaia Object Generator (GOG) This DU is in charge of the develop-
ment of the GOG data generator, that will provide simulations of number counts
and lists of observable objects from the Universe model and, for a given source or
a collection of sources, simulations of intermediate and end-of-mission Gaia data.

DU8 Scientific Validation This DU will be in charge of the quality assurance
and validation of the Gaia simulator. This will include checking compliance with
requirements and design of tests for the validation of simulations, both internal
(self-consistency) and external (comparison with real data).

7.2 Gaia Universe Model
The Universe Model developed for the simulation needs of the mission is a set
of data bases, theoretical models, and algorithms for computing the positions at
any time, and observational properties of any objects expected to be observed
by the Gaia instruments. The distributions of these objects and the statistics
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of observables should be as realistic as possible for simulations to be usable for
estimating telemetry, testing software, simulating images, etc.

Objects which will be simulated are: solar system objects (planets, satellites,
asteroids, comets), Galactic objects (stars, nebulae, stellar clusters, diffuse light),
extra-galactic objects (galaxies resolved in stars, unresolved galaxies, quasars and
active Galactic nuclei, supernovae). For each of these simulated objects one needs
to have their three-dimensional spatial distribution together with their spectral
characteristics (to be able to compute photometry and spectroscopy, stable or
variable in time), and their motions (for astrometric computations and for spectral
corrections). Gravitational lensing for stars and galaxies are also to be simulated.

The Gaia Universe Model Snapshot (GUMS) is part of the GOG component
of the Gaia simulator. It has been used to generate a synthetic catalogue of
objects from the universe model for a given static time t0 simulating the real
environment where Gaia will observe (down to G = 20 mag). Figure 7.2 shows
such a Gaia Universe Model Snapshot - this is how the Milky Way galaxy looks
through Gaia’s “eyes".

The GUMS is a one-billion object catalogue generated using GOG. The pur-
pose of GUMS is to allow validation of the Universe Model used in the full Gaia
mission simulation, and to provide useful statistics for the Gaia observations, for
example: statistics on G magnitude, parallax, space velocities (proper motion and
radial velocity), some astrophysical parameters (Teff , log g, [Fe/H]) and stellar
masses. The Universe model used in this version (v0. from 2005) includes only
galactic stars, generated using the Besançon Galaxy Model (the generation of bi-
naries and variables was deactivated) in combination with the Drimmel extinction
model.

It is worth noting that this snapshot is what Gaia will be able to potentially
observe but not what it will really detect, since satellite instrument specifications
and the available error models are not taken into account in the present statistical
analysis.
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Chapter 8

Magellanic Clouds: the
implementation

8.1 Preparation

One main aspect of the current study was the investigation of the spatial distri-
bution of stellar populations in nearby galaxies, resolved in stars by Gaia. This
includes resolved stars only and does not include non-stellar objects, unresolved
groups of stars, etc. These are part of the extra-galactic objects to be simulated
in the framework of the Gaia mission preparation and are not covered in our
investigation. There are no plans to include extended objects like nebulae in
the Magellanic Clouds. No other resolved galaxy simulations are planned, unless
explicit requests and corresponding manpower exist.

The ultimate goal was to improve the Gaia Universe Model by providing the
means to simulate these resolved galaxies in the framework of the Gaia mission
preparation. All the work that followed was done in collaboration with CU2 and
the people responsible for the development of the Gaia Universe Model (DU3).
Initialy there were two options for the implementation of Magellanic Clouds stars
in the Gaia Universe Model:

• To include a catalogue in the Universe Model and provide parameters such
as R.A., Dec., V , V −I, G, distance, radial velocities, proper motions, log g,
Teff , [Fe/H], [α/Fe], and the extinction AV

• To create a model of the distribution of different stellar populations, such
as carbon stars, planetary nebulae or star clusters. In this case if the distri-
bution is, for example, exponential it will be necessary to provide the scale
length, scale height, inclination, MV , Teff , log g, AV
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There are still open questions regarding the Magellanic Clouds’ spatial struc-
ture. So it was decided to use the first option for simulations of the Magellanic
Clouds and provide catalogues of Magellanic Clouds stars which include the fol-
lowing parameters: Right Ascension, Declination, V , V − I, G, distance, radial
velocities, proper motions, log g, Teff , [Fe/H], [α/Fe], and the extinction AV .

Catalogues of stars known to be part of both Magellanic Clouds (LMC and
SMC), containing their B, V , and I magnitudes, have been obtained from the
Magellanic Clouds Photometric Survey (Zaritsky et al. 2002, 2004). A detailed
description of the MCPS can be found in Chapter 5. It is a good source because
its spatial resolution is comparable to that of HST. Gaia’s spatial resolution is
expected to be comparable to the one of HST, both being located in space, above
Earth’s atmosphere.

The catalogues are complete down to V ≈ 20. However, although there is B
and V filter data available for all stars, this is not the case for the I magnitude.
For the stars with V ≤ 20 mag, only 5% will be lost due to missing I magnitude.
Not taking into account stars with V = 20 mag will lower this figure to about
1.6%. The U magnitude, although available for all star in both catalogues, is not
used because it is not necessary for the simulations.

Four passbands (and their corresponding magnitudes) are associated with the
Gaia instruments: G, GBP , GRP and GRV S. The Gaia G band magnitude for each
star can be related to the Johnson-Cousins V and I passband by the following
approximation (Perryman et al. 2001):

G = V + 0.51 − 0.50
√
0.6 + (V − I − 0.6)2 − 0.065(V − I − 0.6)2 (8.1)

for –0.4 < V–I ≲ 6. The approximation can be simplifed to G–V = 0.0 ± 0.1mag
for the range –0.4 < V–I < 1.4. This is the reason we only had to provide the B,
V and I magnitudes for the Gaia Universe Model.

The effective temperature Teff was determined for each entry in the catalogue
by fitting theoretical evolutionary tracks (isochrones) to the data. The surface
gravity has been estimated from the effective temperature and luminosity class
but it is very difficult to assert from the available observables. Hence the resulting
HR diagrams for the Magellanic Clouds are not as well defined and reliable as
they would be if obtained from theoretical isochrones.

Table 8.1 and 8.2 contain sample from the catalogues used to simulate the
Magellanic Clouds. Column (1) and (2) contain the coordinates for each entry,
columns (3), (4), and (5) contain the B, V , and I magnitudes, respectively.
Column (6) contains the V −I colour and column (7) - the spectral type. Columns
(8) and (9) contain the effective temperature Teff and the surface gravity log g,
respectively.
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Table 8.1: Sample of the catalogue of the Large Magellanic Cloud for GaiaSimu

R.A., ° Dec, ° B V I V-I Sp.Type Teff , K log g
(J2000.0) (J2000.0)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
67.2327 -72.4324 13.98 13.46 13.08 -5.12 G5 5010 0.85666
67.3154 -72.1435 14.64 14.04 13.04 -4.54 G5 5010 1.57193
67.3211 -72.3893 14.81 13.78 12.80 -4.80 K0 4720 2.20089
67.3240 -72.3305 14.22 12.93 11.62 -5.65 K3 4210 0.57648
67.3289 -72.2188 15.30 14.42 13.53 -4.16 G5 5010 1.00458
67.3724 -72.2436 14.80 14.24 13.61 -4.34 G5 5010 1.75724
67.3745 -72.3233 15.70 14.52 13.21 -4.06 K3 4210 0.56847
67.3823 -72.3286 15.43 14.37 13.22 -4.21 K1 4580 0.59224
67.4062 -72.2089 12.86 12.08 11.16 -6.50 G5 5010 1.53578
67.4082 -72.1973 13.76 12.84 11.83 -5.74 G8 4870 1.37023

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 8.2: Sample of the catalogue of the Small Magellanic Cloud for GaiaSimu

R.A., ° Dec, ° B V I V-I Sp.Type Teff , K log g
(J2000.0) (J2000.0)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
5.87561 -74.4108 15.25 14.58 13.82 -4.39 G5 5010 0.55883
5.93255 -74.4240 15.55 14.60 13.57 -4.37 G8 4870 1.02909
5.97008 -74.4639 15.70 14.92 14.01 -4.05 G5 5010 0.89593
5.97683 -74.6296 15.16 14.39 13.67 -4.58 G5 5010 2.18276
6.02841 -74.2178 14.42 13.23 11.38 -5.74 K3 4210 1.55271
6.04169 -74.2504 15.07 14.51 13.64 -4.46 G5 5010 2.30904
6.04746 -74.0216 15.86 14.79 13.51 -4.18 K1 4580 2.46094
6.05019 -74.3814 13.88 13.02 12.12 -5.95 G5 5010 1.07647
6.06167 -73.9335 13.71 12.88 11.85 -6.09 G5 5010 2.20545
6.07420 -74.4921 15.10 14.39 13.55 -4.58 G5 5010 2.01693

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Table 8.3: Assumed global parameters of the Magellanic Clouds.

Parameter Unit LMC SMC Reference
Distance kpc 48.1 60.6 LMC: Macri et al. (2006)

SMC: Hilditch et al. (2005)
Depth kpc 0.75 1.48 LMC: Sakai et al. (2000)

SMC: Subramanian et al. (2009)
µα cos δ mas yr−1 1.95 0.95 Costa et al. (2009)
µδ mas yr−1 0.43 -1.14 Costa et al. (2009)
Vlos km s−1 283 158 SIMBAD (CDS)⋆
Fe/H dex -0.75±0.5 -1.2±0.2 Kontizas et al. (2011), in prep.
α/Fe dex 0.00±0.2 0.00±0.5 Kontizas et al. (2011), in prep.

⋆ http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad

8.2 Implementation

In order to simulate the Magellanic clouds, catalogues of stars and their charac-
teristics (B, V , and I magnitudes, Teff , log g, spectral type) have been obtained
as described in the previous Section 8.1. The assumed global parameters of the
Magellanic Clouds required for the simulations and their references are given in
Table 8.3.

For the astrometry, since star by star distance is missing, a single distance,
proper motion and radial velocity for all stars of both Magellanic Clouds is as-
sumed. The distances to the stars in the Magellanic Clouds can be expressed
using a mean distance to the Magellanic Clouds, which is fairly well known, and
the depth of the galaxy, which is more doubtful. In this case the distance from
Macri et al. (2006) was used, who studied the relative distance modulus between
the LMC and NGC 4258. The distance to the SMC was obtained by Hilditch et al.
(2005). They conducted a programme to determine the fundamental parameters
of eclipsing binaries of spectral types O and B in the SMC. Each system provided
a primary distance indicator and a mean distance modulus was obtained.

For simulating the depth of the clouds a gaussian distribution is assumed along
the line of sight with a sigma given in Table 8.3. Sakai et al. (2000) use the MCPS
and OGLE to estimate the line of sight depth in the disk and bar regions of the
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds. Subramanian and Subramaniam (2009), on
the other hand, use the MCPS to study the red giant branch stars in the LMC
and obtained the distance modulus and the LMC depth.

The radial velocities, proper motions and metallicity distributions can again
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Table 8.4: Spectral types of stars from the LMC and SMC, generated by the Gaia
Universe Model Snapshot (Robin et al. 2012).

Spectral type G < 20 mag Grvs < 17 mag Grvs<12 mag
O 0.25% 0.17% 0.39%
B 3.24% 3.40% 1.85%
A 17.20% 5.01% 4.83%
F 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
G 45.98% 23.16% 55.19%
K 32.62% 64.82% 35.33%
M 0.71% 3.44% 2.41%

Total 8 800 000 1 200 000 6 600

be represented by a mean value and a gradient. The proper motions are provided
by Costa et al. (2009). They determined the proper motion of the Magellanic
Clouds relative to background quasars. The chemical abundances are also guessed
from the mean abundance taken from the literature (Kontizas et al., private
communication). Stellar masses are estimated for each star from polynomial fits
of the mass as a function of B − V colour, for several ranges of log g, based on
Padova isochrones for a metallicity of z = 0.003 for the LMC and z = 0.0013 for
the SMC.

The main goal of Robin et al. (2012) was to analyze the content of a full sky
snapshot (for a given moment in time) of the Universe Model. The simulation
was performed with MareNostrum, one of the most powerful supercomputers in
Europe managed by the Barcelona Supercomputing Centre. The execution took
20 000 hours (equivalent to 28 months) of computation time distributed in 20
jobs, each one using between 16 and 128 CPUs. MareNostrum runs a SUSE
Linux Enterprise Server 10SP2 and its 2 560 nodes are powered by 2 dual-core
IBM 64-bit PowerPC 970MP processors running at 2.3 GHz.

The generated universe model snapshot has been analyzed by using the Gog
Analysis Tool (GAT) statistics framework, which produces all types of diagnostic
statistics allowing its scientific validation (e.g. star density distributions, HR
diagrams, distributions of the properties of the stars).

Apart from the galactic objects, 38 million unresolved galaxies, 1 million
quasars, and supernovae, the model generates 8.8 million additional stars that
belong to the Magellanic Clouds. The most abundant spectral type are G stars
(46%), followed by K types (33%) and A types (17%). The complete distribution
of spectral types generated by the Universe Model in the Magellanic Clouds is
presented in Table 8.4. There are no F type stars reachable by Gaia, because
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the magnitude cut at the Clouds’ distance selects only the upper part of the
HR diagram including massive stars on the blue side, and late type giants and
supergiants on the red side.

8.3 Summary
The inspiration behind this project was the implementation of galaxies resolved
in stars for the Gaia Universe Model, used for simulations in the framework of
the Gaia mission preparation. This basically meant to provide a model of the
distribution of key stellar populations in nearby galaxies (e.g. the Magellanic
Clouds), which would then become a part of the Gaia Universe Model. The
ultimate goal was to improve the Gaia Universe Model by providing the means to
simulate these resolved galaxies in the framework of the Gaia mission preparation.
All the work that followed was done in collaboration with CU2 and the people
responsible for the development of the Gaia Universe Model.

It was decided to use the MCPS as a basis for providing catalogues of Mag-
ellanic Clouds stars to CU2. The catalogues included the following parameters:
Right Ascension, Declination, V , V − I, log g, Teff . The other necessary pa-
rameters (distance, radial velocities, proper motions, [Fe/H], [α/Fe], and the
extinction AV ) were obtained from the literature. Then, Robin et al. (2012) an-
alyzed the content of a full sky snapshot of the Universe Model. The simulation
was performed with MareNostrum, one of the most powerful supercomputers in
Europe managed by the Barcelona Supercomputing Centre.

The work by Robin et al. (2012) showed that the Gaia Universe Model, and
other population synthesis models in general, can be useful tools for survey prepa-
ration. In this particular case, it was possible to obtain a general idea of the
numbers, percentages and distribution of different objects and characteristics of
the environment that Gaia can potentially observe and measure.

Additionally, the analysis of the snapshot has facilitated the detection of sev-
eral aspects to be improved. Therefore, it has been a quite fruitful quality assur-
ance process from a scientific point of view. Looking forward, the next reasonable
step would be to reproduce the same analysis but taking into consideration the
instrument specifications and the available error models. By convolving it with
the idealized universe model presented in the paper of Robin et al. (2012), it
will be possible to evaluate the impact of the instrumental effects on the actual
composition of the Gaia catalogue.
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Other Local Group galaxies
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In Part IV we present the results from studying the stellar distribution of six
dwarf irregular galaxies in the Local Group. Some are not going to be resolved in
stars by Gaia, and others will only have their brightest supergiant stars detected.
One of the galaxies might also provide a little bit more than just a few bright
stars.

In Chapter 9 we present our sample of dwarf irregular galaxies. The galaxies
included in this study are Phoenix, NGC 6822, IC10, WLM, Sextans A, and Sex-
tans B. We present their basic properties, interesting features, and some results
from previous studies. They all have diverse properties and are located at various
distances throughout the Local Group, some are confirmed members and others
lie at the periphery.

The data used for the investigation of these galaxies are presented in Chap-
ter 10. Massey et al. (2007) provide a survey of the resolved stellar content of
nearby galaxies currently forming stars. It is a uniform survey (UBV RI, Hα,
[SII], and [OIII]) of nearby galaxies selected on the basis of current star forma-
tion. This particular catalogue was used because i) the field of view is excellent
and it includes the outer regions of the studied dwarf irregular galaxies, and ii)
the completeness allows to study the stellar distribution down to the Gaia limit
of V = 20 mag and fainter.

The spatial distribution of these galaxies is studied using isopleth maps and
radial surface density profiles. The isopleth maps of these Local Group galaxies
and their radial density profiles are presented in Chapter 11. Moreover, the
structural parameters of these galaxies have been derived by fitting the radial
density profiles with theoretical models. These models have been presented in
detail in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 9

Local Group galaxies sample

9.1 Phoenix
The Phoenix galaxy is a member of the Local Group and at 445 kpc it is the
most distant of the Milky Ways satellite galaxies (Grebel 1999). Mateo (1998)
gives the integrated V band absolute magnitude of the Phoenix dIrr, MV = -10.1
mag, and the visual luminosity LV = 9 × 105L⊙. The total mass is estimated to
be Mtot = 33 × 106M⊙.

The Phoenix dIrr was discovered by Schuster and West (1976) who originally
suggested it might be a globular cluster. Canterna and Flower (1977) established
that it was a galaxy. Though its overall properties are consistent with a classifica-
tion as a dwarf spheroidal, it also contains a relatively small young component and
is thus often referred to as a dIrr/dSph (Mateo 1998). Morras and Bajaja (1986)
survey the HI emission from a region including the Phoenix dIrr. They concluded
that most of the radiation is due to the neighbouring Magellanic Stream, and it
is not related to the galaxy. However, a component possibly related to the galaxy
was detected.

Ortolani and Gratton (1988) note that Phoenix dwarf galaxy appears similar
to the dwarf galaxy in Pegasus: in both galaxies a recent burst of star formation
created a small amount of young population in a dwarf galaxy dominated by
an old population. They seem to belong to an intermediate class between typi-
cal irregular galaxies (which are presently undergoing star formation) and dwarf
spheroidals, where star formation halted a long time ago (some 109 yrs ago). The
view of Ortolani and Gratton (1988) concerning the classification of the Phoenix
dwarf galaxy as a transitional class between the dwarf spheroidal and the dwarf
irregular galaxies is shared by van de Rydt et al. (1991). Phoenix like the faint
dwarf irregular galaxies has a magnitude well within the range of magnitudes of
dwarf spheroidals (Aaronson 1986). The lack of a substantial number of young
bright stars explains why some dwarf irregular systems are so faint. In terms of
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size, Phoenix is similar to spheroidals such as Leo I or Leo II .
The galaxy is associated with an off-centre HI cloud (Oosterloo et al. 1996;

St-Germain et al. 1999; Young and Lo 1997). The origin of this cloud is not clear,
although it may be formed from supernovae winds associated with the most recent
epoch of star formation in the galaxy (Young et al. 2007).

Table 9.1: Properties of our sample of Local Group galaxies from van den Bergh
(2000a). Galaxies are listed in order of increasing distance. Coordinates and
information on Sextans A and Sextans B are from Mateo (1998).

Name α2000 δ2000 Type MV Distance
hh:mm:ss dd:mm.m mag Mpc

Phoenix 01:51:06 −44 ∶ 26.7 dIrr/dSph -9.8 0.40
NGC 6822 19:44:56 −14 ∶ 48.1 Irr IV-V -16.0 0.50
IC10 00:20:25 +59 ∶ 17.5 Irr IV -16.3 0.66
WLM 00:01:58 −15 ∶ 27.8 Irr IV-V -14.4 0.95
Sextans B 10:00:00 +05 ∶ 19.7 dIrr -14.2 1.34
Sextans A 10:11:06 −04 ∶ 42.5 dIrr -14.6 1.44

9.2 NGC 6822 (Barnard‘s galaxy)
Located at a distance of only 490 ± 40 kpc, NGC 6822 is, apart from the LMC-
SMC system, the most nearby dwarf irregular galaxy known. NGC 6822 has
no known companions and is not associated with the concentrations of galaxies
surrounding M31 and the Milky Way; rather, it belongs to the “Local Group
Cloud” an extended cloud of dwarf irregular galaxies. NGC 6822 is a barred
dwarf galaxy (type IrrIV-V) with a total luminosity of MV = −15.96 and a mass
of 1.9 × 109M⊙ (van den Bergh 2000b). It is brighter, larger (2.9 kpc × 2.9 kpc)
and closer than any other dwarf irregular in the LG (Mateo 1998), allowing deeper
studies of the properties of individual stars and emission-line objects.

NGC 6822 also possesses an intriguing rotating HI disk of 1.34 × 108 M⊙, that
extends far beyond the optical disk (Mateo 1998) and has one of the largest HI
holes ever observed in a dwarf galaxy (de Blok and Walter 2000).

The central bar (0.9 kpc × 0.9 kpc) contains much of the young stellar pop-
ulation (de Blok and Walter 2003) and is clearly visible at optical wavelengths.
It is oriented almost in a north-south direction (Karampelas et al. 2009). This
bar is embedded in a large envelope of neutral hydrogen oriented in a roughly
SE-NW direction (Battinelli et al. 2003).

NGC 6822 is gas rich, with a recent star formation whose rate has been more
or less continuous but slow during the last Gyr. Gallart et al. (1996) concluded
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Figure 9.1: Phoenix Mosaic field. The region is the entire 35′ × 35′ calibrated
region by Massey et al. (2007). North is up, east is to the left.

that NGC 6822 started forming stars from the beginning (12 − 15 Gyr), with
possible small enhancements 0.4 and 0.1 − 0.2 Gyr ago.

Letarte et al. (2002) identified 904 carbon stars in an area 280′×420′ centered
on NGC 6822. The carbon stars reveal that the stellar population of NGC 6822
extends over a much larger volume than its optical image would suggests. Further-
more, carbon stars are not restricted to the HI disk, but are found in a spheroidal
halo. Their surface density profile (assuming circular symmetry) is well fitted
by a power law with a scale length of 3.0′ ± 0.1′, corresponding to 436 pc at the
distance of NGC 6822. The exponential profile can be followed to 5 scale lengths.
The scale length, obtained for the red giants in the same study is 3.3′ ± 0.2′, a
value similar to the one obtained from the carbon stars. The authors conclude
that the old- and the intermediate-age halos have the same size and show no
pronounced asymmetry like the hydrogen cloud surrounding NGC 6822. Some
further extension (6 kpc × 13 kpc, de Blok and Walter (2000)) is revealed by a
study of the HI content.

More recently, Karampelas et al. (2009) determine that the spatial distribution
of the star complexes of NGC 6822 follows the hierarchical star formation scenario,
in terms of the distribution of star forming regions in space and their evolution
in time. Star complexes are mainly found inside larger star complexes.
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Figure 9.2: NGC 6822 Mosaic field. The region is the entire 35′ × 35′ calibrated
region by Massey et al. (2007). North is up, east is to the left.

Gouliermis et al. (2010) presented a comprehensive study of the star cluster
population and the hierarchical structure in the clustering of blue stars with ages
≤ 500 Myr in NGC 6822. They find that some of the larger stellar concentrations,
particularly in the northern part of the central star-forming portion of the galaxy,
coincide with IR-bright complexes previously identied with Spitzer and associated
with high column density neutral gas, indicating structures that currently form
stars. The morphological hierarchy in stellar clustering resembles that of the
turbulent interstellar matter, suggesting that turbulence on pc and kpc scales
has been probably the major agent that regulated clustered star formation in
NGC 6822.

Lately, Kacharov et al. (2012) studied the stellar density and the interstellar
extinction towards four fields in NGC 6822. They assume that the IR extinction
in the field of their entire near-IR catalogue is rather constant. Towards the
south-west of NGC 6822 they observe an excess of stars. It seems to be real but
a spectroscopic conrmation of their membership to the galaxy is required.
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Figure 9.3: IC10 Mosaic field. The region is the entire 20′ × 30′ calibrated region
by Massey et al. (2007). North is up, east is to the left.

9.3 IC10

Among the dwarf irregular galaxies of the Local Group, IC10 is an interesting
system, since it underwent strong star formation activity during the last half
billion years and it is considered the only LG analog of starburst galaxies. As
IC10 is close to the Galactic midplane, estimates of its distance are uncertain due
to the unknown level of absorption (Heesen et al. 2011). The likely distance is at
best slightly below 1 Mpc. Sanna et al. (2010) provide new estimates of the total
luminosity (LV ∼ 9 × 107L⊙, MV ∼ −15.1 mag) that agrees with similar estimates
available in the literature. If they only use the regions where rotational velocity
measurements are available (r ∼ 13′), they find a mass-to-light ratio (∼ 10M⊙/L⊙)
that is at least one order of magnitude larger than previous estimates. The new
estimate should be cautiously treated, since it is based on a minimal fraction of
the body of the galaxy.

Even though IC10 has been the subject of several investigations ranging from
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Figure 9.4: WLM Mosaic field. The region is the entire 35′×35′ calibrated region
by Massey et al. (2007). North is up, east is to the left.

the radio (Wilcots and Miller 1998) to the near-infrared (NIR, Vacca et al. (2007)),
to the UV (Hunter 2001; Richer et al. 2001), and to the X-ray (Wang et al. 2005),
its structural parameters and in particular its radial extent are poorly defined.
Massey and Armandroff (1995) found that the major axis of IC10 is ∼ 7′. A
similar diameter (∼ 6′) was found by Jarrett et al. (2003) using the isophotal
radii from 2MASS NIR images. More recently, Tikhonov and Galazutdinova
(2009), using both ground-based and space images, suggested that the extent of
the thick disk along the minor axis is ∼ 10.5′. It has also been suggested by
Demers et al. (2004), using asymptotic giant branch and red giant branch (RGB)
stars, that IC10 should have a halo of ∼ 30′ diameter. On the other hand, radio
measurements by Huchtmeier (1979) indicated that IC10 has a huge envelope of
neutral hydrogen extending over more than 1 square degree (62′ × 80′) across the
sky.

We are also facing a significant uncertainty in the total mass of IC10. By using
HI regions Huchtmeier (1979) found Mtot ∼ 1.8 × 109M⊙, assuming a distance of
1 Mpc and a Holmberg diameter of ∼ 10′. Also, Shostak and Skillman (1989),
using high resolution maps of HI regions, measured an inclination of 45° and a
maximum in the rotation curve of 30 km s−1 and the same Holmberg diameter,
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from which they found Mtot ∼ 1 × 109M⊙. More recently, van den Bergh (2000b),
following Huchtmeier (1979), but assuming a smaller distance (660 kpc, Sakai
et al. (1999)), found Mtot ∼ 6 × 108M⊙.

Sanna et al. (2010) also confirm the significant decrease of the young stellar
population when moving from the center toward the outermost regions. They
find that the tidal radius of IC10 is significantly larger than previous estimates
of rt ≲ 10′. By using the I versus V − I Color Magnitude Diagram based on
the Suprime-Cam data they detected sizable samples of red giant stars up to
radial distances of 18 − 23′ from the galactic center. The ratio between observed
star counts (Mega-Cam data) across the tip of the RG branch and star counts
predicted by Galactic models indicate a star count excess at least at a 3σ level up
to 34 − 42′ from the center. This finding supports the hypothesis that the huge
HI cloud covering more than one degree across the galaxy is associated with IC10
(Cohen 1979; Huchtmeier 1979).

9.4 WLM

Wolf-Lundmark-Melotte galaxy (WLM) is located in an isolated part of the Local
Group and is one of the faintest dIrr galaxies with MB ≃ −14 (Urbaneja et al.
2008). It is lying about 1 Mpc away from the dominant massive spirals, the
Milky Way and M31. It is considered to be a member of the Local Group (van
den Bergh 1994). The closest known galaxy to WLM is the IrrV galaxy IC 1613,
at a separation of ∼0.37 Mpc. Thus, WLM is a good example of a galaxy at the
extreme of galaxy formation. WLM is one of the five least tidally disturbed and
most isolated galaxies within a ∼ 1 Mpc sphere of the Milky Way.

Skillman et al. (1989b) measured Z = 0.001 in the HII regions in the WLM
disk. Since the gas reflects the cumulative process of enrichment along the lifetime
of a galaxy, it is safe to assume that the stars are not more metal rich than
the gas in the WLM disk. The high C/M star ratio (Cook et al. 1986) in the
WLM disk confirms that the intermediate-age stellar population is also very metal
poor. With this assumption Minniti and Zijlstra (1996) determine the distance
to this galaxy to be 0.91 Mpc. They also show the number density of red stars
(20.5 < I < 22.54, V − I ≳ 0.7) as function of distance. Most of the stars are
concentrated in the disk of the galaxy, within ∼ 2′ of the major axis. However,
there is a low-density tail of red stars extending as far as the edge of the field
shown in their Figure 1. There is a faint halo around WLM: while the disk
extends to about 2.5′ from the WLM minor axis, the halo can be traced out to
about 2 kpc. The surface density profile of this halo follows a de Vaucouleurs
law, although the radial extent is not large enough to formally exclude other fits.
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Bianchi et al. (2012) present a comprehensive study of young stellar popu-
lations in six dwarf galaxies in or near the Local Group, including the WLM
dIrr. Their sample includes also Phoenix, Pegasus, Sextans A, Sextans B, and
NGC 6822. From this sample WLM is found to show the highest relative abun-
dance of young massive stars.

The stellar velocity dispersion increase with stellar age in WLM coupled with
WLM’s isolation suggests that the extended vertical structure of its stellar and
gaseous components and increase in stellar velocity dispersion with age are due
to internal feedback, rather than tidally driven evolution (Leaman et al. 2012).

9.5 Sexstans A

Sextans A is a gas rich dwarf irregular galaxy (Skillman et al. 1988) with active
star formation located on the periphery of the Local Group. It is low surface
brightness and its metallicity has been measured to be ∼4% solar from HII region
spectroscopy (Skillman et al. 1989a). The HI is concentrated in two clumps,
which correspond to the major star forming regions (Skillman et al. 1988).

Barnes and de Blok (2004) have mapped the neutral gas content of the sur-
roundings of three galaxies on the outskirts of the Local Group - WLM, NGC 1313
and Sextans A - at high velocity resolution and brightness sensitivity. They
find no evidence for a substantial population of HI-rich companions with masses
105M⊙ ≲ MHI ≲ 106M⊙ within ∼ 100 kpc radius of the galaxies investigated.
Other HI observations also indicate that the gas rotates in solid body rotation,
but the axis of rotation is not aligned with the optical axis of symmetry, indicating
a barred galaxy.

The optical component has a peculiar square shape. The possible causes of
this were considered by van Dyk et al. (1998), including the generation of a bar
potential by the interaction with small nearby HI clouds, or the stimulation of
star formation by a merger or accretion event occurring in the last ∼ 0.2 Gyr.

Dohm-Palmer et al. (2002) have measured stellar photometry from deep HST
WFPC2 imaging of the galaxy. The depth of the photometry allowed to compare
recent star formation histories recovered from both the main-sequence stars and
the BHeB stars for the last 0.3 Gyr. They have also calculated the spatially
resolved star formation history. The star-forming regions are found in three major
zones of the galaxy. One of these zones is extremely young, consisting of only a
single star-forming region that is less than 20 Myr old. Two of these zones are
associated with high column density neutral gas, while the third, and oldest, is
not. Their interpretation of this pattern of star formation is that it is an orderly
stochastic process. Star formation begins on the edge of a gas structure and
progressively eats away at the cloud, breaking it up and inducing further star
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Figure 9.5: Sextans A Mosaic field. The region is the entire 20′ × 30′ calibrated
region by Massey et al. (2007). North is up, east is to the left.

formation.
Dolphin et al. (2003) have measured star formation history and chemical en-

richment history through modeling of the color-magnitude diagram. They find
evidence for differential extinction in the youngest populations, caused by the
preferential proximity of young stars to dusty star-forming regions. Such an ef-
fect has been observed in the LMC by Harris et al. (1997), who find extinction
values in excess of AV = 1.5 for OB stars but very few red giants with extinction
values in excess of AV = 0.6, based on their UBV I photometric survey. As Sex-
tans A is also actively forming stars, one should expect to see such an effect here
as well, albeit with lower overall extinction values due to its lower metallicity.

9.6 Sextans B
Sextans B (UGC 5373, DDO 70) is a rather isolated dwarf irregular galaxy, pos-
sibly a member of the Local Group, or it may lie just beyond it (Sharina et al.
2007). Sextans B is 1345 kpc away and thus is one of most distant members of the
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Figure 9.6: Sextans B Mosaic field. The region is the entire 20′ × 30′ calibrated
region by Massey et al. (2007). North is up, east is to the left.

Local Group, if it is indeed a member. Although its radial velocity is consistent
with membership of the LG, it might form, together with NGC 3109, Antlia, Sex-
tans A and perhaps AM1013-394A, a physical association of galaxies lying just
beyond the boundaries of the LG, which would be the nearest association outside
the LG (van den Bergh 2000b). Mateo (1998) gives for the integrated V -band
absolute magnitude MV = -14.2 and a total luminosity LV = 40.7 × 106L⊙. The
quoted mass is Mtot = 885 × 106M⊙.

The resolved stellar population of Sextans B is dominated by red giants (Sakai
et al. 1997), with a prominent contribution of intermediate-age asymptotic branch
stars. A young population is also present, indicating a complex, low-rate and
likely discontinuous star formation throughout the galaxy lifetime (Tosi et al.
1991; van den Bergh 2000b). A dozen HII regions are known (Strobel et al.
1991), but no planetary nebulae (PNe) have been identified prior to the study of
Magrini et al. (2002), who discovered five new candidate PNe in the Sextans B
dIrr galaxy. This is a notable result considering the limited number of PNe known
in the other dwarf galaxies of the LG.
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Kniazev et al. (2005) presented the results of high-quality long-slit spec-
troscopy of PNe and HII regions in the two dIrr galaxies Sextans A and Sextans B.
Both show generally similar star formation histories in the sense of continuous
star formation with amplitude variations but differ in their detailed enrichment
timescales and star formation rates as a function of time. If we combine the pho-
tometrically derived estimates for the mean metallicity of the old red giant branch
population in both dIrrs with the present-day metallicity of the HII regions, both
dIrrs have experienced chemical enrichment by at least 0.8 dex throughout their
history.

Bianchi et al. (2012), as mentioned above, derive the physical parameters
of massive stars by analyzing the multi-band stellar photometry with model-
atmosphere colours. The results were used to infer ages, number of massive stars,
extinction, and spatial characteristics of the young stellar populations. Sextans B
shows a very young population (a few Myrs), and older ones (a few 107 years).
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Chapter 10

Data

Massey et al. (2007) took advantage of the NOAO Survey Program to use the new
wide-field Mosaic CCD cameras on the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO)
and Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) 4 m telescopes to image
the Local Group galaxies currently actively forming stars. They conducted a
uniform survey (UBV RI, Hα, [SII], and [OIII]) of nearby galaxies selected on
the basis of current star formation. Their sample includes M31, M33, NGC 6822,
IC 1613, IC10, WLM, Pegasus, and Phoenix; they exclude the Milky Way and
Magellanic Clouds, which are being surveyed separately by several groups, and
include Sextans A and Sextans B, located near the periphery of the Local Group.

The Local Group Galaxies Survey (LGGS) project imaged the nearby spiral
galaxies M31 in 10 fields, and M33 in three fields, as well as the dwarf irregular
galaxies NGC 6822, WLM, IC10, Phoenix, Pegasus, Sextans A, and Sextans B,
each in a single field. The goal was to obtain uniform large-area coverage of the
star-forming regions in these galaxies, with broadband photometry good to 1%-
2% for massive stars (≧ 20M⊙). The data would be taken under good, but not
always excellent, seeing conditions (< 1.0 − 1.2 arcsec). The produced catalogues
contain UBV RI photometry of roughly a million stars. For distinguishing stellar
members from compact HII regions Hα, [SII], and [OIII] are used.

Three southern galaxies (WLM, NGC 6822, and Phoenix) were observed with
the CTIO Blanco 4m telescope; the other four (IC10, Sextans B, Sextans A,
and Pegasus) were observed at Kitt Peak with the Mayall 4 m. The two Mosaic
cameras are nearly identical instruments and consist of a 2 × 4 array of 2048 × 4096
SITe CCDs, yielding images containing 8192 × 8192 pixels. The scale of the final
rectified images is 0.27 arcsec pixel−1. The field of view (FOV) of the Mosaic
camera is 35′ × 35′, but for three of the smaller galaxies (IC10, Sextans B, and
Sextans A) observed at Kitt Peak the galaxy was centered on just one of the eight
chips in order to avoid the effects of the ghost image caused by the Mayalls prime
focus corrector. A fourth galaxy observed at Kitt Peak, Pegasus, was centered
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on the array, but the calibration data extend only over the central four chips.
The UBV RI survey of M31 and M33 by Massey et al. (2006) produced cat-

alogues containing 371 781 and 146 622 stars, respectively. This survey covered
large areas (2.2 and 0.8 deg2), including all of the regions currently known to be
actively forming massive stars. Comparison of their data with an ACS image of
OB48, a crowded M31 OB association rich in massive stars, suggests that the
catalogues did a respectable job of detecting blends.

Massey et al. (2007) have obtained broadband photometry of 88 144 stars
(identified in B, V , and R) in IC10 (20 663 stars), NGC 6822 (51 877 stars),
WLM (7656 stars), Sextans B (800 stars), Sextans A (1516 stars), Pegasus (1390
stars), and Phoenix (4242 stars). All of the CMDs reveal a strong or modest
number of blue supergiants. All but Pegasus and Phoenix also show the clear
presence of red supergiants in the CMD, although IC10 appears to be decient
in these objects given its large Wolf-Rayet star population. The bright stars
of intermediate colour in the CMD are badly contaminated by foreground stars
(30%-100%), and considerable spectroscopy is needed before statistics on the
yellow supergiants in these systems will be known.

Colour-magnitude diagrams of these systems and of the Magellanic Clouds
were intercompared. This led to improved estimates of the typical reddening of
an OB star in these systems, based on the colours of the plume of blue supergiants,
and adopting the reddening values for the LMC and SMC based on spectroscopy
of hundreds of stars.

Due to the small angular sizes of the galaxies the coverage is excellent. For
IC10 and NGC 6822 this provides for both complete coverage and a good sam-
pling of the Milky Way foreground; in the case of the smaller systems (such as
Sextans B) the galaxies are almost lost in the field. The whole data set is com-
plete down to Gaia’s limiting magnitude, which makes it very suitable for this
project.

The premise of the NOAO Survey Program was that data should be useful
to others for their own research. Toward that end the full catalogs and images
have been made available; in addition, the reduction techniques were carefully
documented and the software was also made available.

The complete M31 and M33 catalogues are available in machine-readable for-
mat via the electronic edition of the Astronomical Journal. The catalogues for all
galaxies, as well as the complete set of images, are also available via the NOAO
Science Archive 1 and Lowell Web sites 2.

In the Thesis we use the catalogues of IC10, WLM, Phoenix, Sextans B,
Sextans A, and NGC 6822. Although small, this sample contains a variety of

1See http://archive.noao.edu/nsa
2See http://www.lowell.edu/users/massey/lgsurvey
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galaxies at various distances and with very different properties. A sample excerpt
from the Sextant B dwarf irregular galaxy catalogue is given in Table 10.1. Apart
from the catalogues, a header is provided in each table containing information
about the authors, the galaxy, and a description of the columns in the table.
The various columns contain the name of the object (LGGS designation), the
coordinates, the V magnitude, as well as several colours, such as B − V , U −
B, V − R, R − I, and the respective errors. An entry of “99.999” denotes no
measurement.
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Chapter 11

Results

There is a structural difference between the early-type dwarf galaxies (dSph) and
the irregular dwarfs (dIrr). In the optical, the structure of LG dIrr galaxies is
dominated by star-forming complexes and OB associations with typical diame-
ters of 200-300 pc (Fisher and Tully 1979; Hodge et al. 1991). The early-type
dwarfs of the Local Group, on the other hand, are dominated by a symmetric
spheroidal component (Hodge 1971; Irwin and Hatzidimitriou 1995), with occa-
sional instances of superimposed concentrations of relatively young stars; nearly
the inverse of the dIrr galaxies.

We are studying the spatial distribution of the six dwarf irregular galaxies in
our sample (IC10, WLM, Phoenix, Sextans A, Sextans B, and NGC 6822) using
isodensity contour maps. The contours in these maps trace areas with equal
stellar density. We also fit radial surface density profiles to theoretical models in
order to obtain the structural parameters of these galaxies.

Historically, the surface brightness profiles for the dIrr galaxies are fit with
exponential profiles, while for dSph systems King profiles are preferred. Many
authors have noted that both profiles produce acceptable fits to the red popu-
lations of dIrr and dSph systems (Hodge et al. 1991; Irwin and Hatzidimitriou
1995). Although we are using star counts (surface density) instead of surface
brightness, we decided to use the exponential and King profiles to fit the radial
density profiles of the galaxies.

11.1 Colour-Magnitude Diagrams

The clearest and most useful way to understand these galaxies is to use the most
classical approach possible: comparing the colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs)
of these systems. We obtained the CMDs for six dwarf galaxies in the Local
Group (Phoenix, NGC 6822, IC10, WLM, Sextans A, and Sextans B) using the
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11. RESULTS

catalogues of UBV RI photometry by Massey et al. (2007). In Figures 11.1, 11.2,
11.3, 11.4, 11.5, and 11.6 we present V versus B − V plots for our sample of dIrr
galaxies.

The contamination by Galactic foreground stars was assessed using the Be-
sançon galaxy model1. Simulated catalogues were obtained for the same magni-
tude range and area on the sky as the data available for the six dwarf galaxies.
The left panel in each of the figures shows the total CMD of each of the galaxies.
In the right panel of Figures 11.1, 11.4, 11.5, and 11.6 the red points indicate the
position and number of Galactic stars on the colour-magnitude diagram predicted
by the Besançon galaxy model in the direction towards each galaxy in the same
solid angle as the data available. In the case of NGC 6822 and IC10 (Figures 11.2
and 11.3) the number of the Galactic stars was very high, so instead of points we
used contours to show the stellar density. The contour levels for each galaxy are
given in the figure caption.

As Massey et al. (2007) determined, four general regions can be distinguished
on these diagrams: the blue supergiants (BSG) on the left, the red supergiants
(RSG) on the right, and two sequences of (mainly) foreground stars near B −V ∼
0.6 and 1.6 for the galaxies at modest galactic latitudes. Their estimation of the
galactic foreground contamination at intermediate colours ranges from ∼ 80% for
WLM to almost 100% for IC10. Phoenix is the exception with 30%.

The lowest luminosity galaxy in the sample, Phoenix, contains a blue su-
pergiant population (Figure 11.1). It also contains a very strong population of
intermediate age stars. As such, Phoenix appears to be intermediate between an
irregular galaxy and a dwarf spheroidal (Massey et al. 2007). The galaxy does
not appears to have a significant number of RSGs.

Figure 11.2 shows the CMD of NGC 6822. The blue supergiants are well
distinguished from the foreground dwarfs, despite the large number of the latter,
due to NGC 6822’s relatively low Galactic latitude (b = −18.4°). Karampelas et al.
(2009) suggest an age of ∼0.4 Gyr for the main sequence stars with 18 ≤ V ≤ 23
and −0.4 < B−V < 0.3. In the CMD we also see a strong RSG component starting
at B−V = 1.6 and V = 19.5 and extending to B−V > 2 and possibly V = 17.5. The
position of the two supergiant components is shown in the left panel of Figure
11.2 with the two blue boxes.

In Figure 11.3 we show the CMD for IC10. The CMD of the galaxy reveals a
strong population of blue supergiants, as well as some red ones, but high extinc-
tion, E(B−V ) = 0.81, has shifted the sequences to considerably redder colors and
fainter magnitudes. Quite noticeable is the large amount of reddening. The fore-
ground sequence is very tilted, as expected very close to the plane of the Milky
Way, as more distant stars will be more heavily reddened, and the line of sight

1http://model.obs-besancon.fr/
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11.1. Colour-Magnitude Diagrams
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Figure 11.1: CMD for Phoenix. The red points in the right panel indicate the
position and number of Galactic stars on the colour-magnitude diagram as pre-
dicted by the Besançon model. The CMD of the galaxy reveals a wealth of faint
stars of intermediate and red colour and a few blue supergiants.
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Figure 11.2: CMD for NGC 6822. The CMD of the galaxy in the left panel
reveals a strong population of blue supergiants and RSGs, plus bright stars of
intermediate colour which are dominated by foreground stars. The position on the
CMD of the BSG and RSG is indicated with the blue boxes. The red contours in
the right panel indicate the position and number of Galactic stars on the colour-
magnitude diagram as predicted by the Besançon model. Levels are 5, 10, 20, 40,
60, 80, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, and 400 deg−2.
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Figure 11.3: CMD for IC10. The CMD of the galaxy in the left panel reveals a
strong population of blue supergiants, as well as some red ones, but high extinc-
tion has shifted the sequences to considerably redder colours and fainter mag-
nitudes. The red contours in the right panel indicate the position and number
of Galactic stars on the colour-magnitude diagram as predicted by the Besançon
model. Levels are 2, 6, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, and 160 deg−2.
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Figure 11.4: CMD for WLM. The red points in the right panel indicate the posi-
tion and number of Galactic stars on the colour-magnitude diagram as predicted
by the Besançon model. The CMD of the galaxy reveals blue supergiants and
RSGs, plus a handful of bright stars of intermediate colour which are dominated
by foreground stars.
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Figure 11.5: CMD for Sextans A. The red points in the right panel indicate the
position and number of Galactic stars on the colour-magnitude diagram as pre-
dicted by the Besançon model. The CMD of the galaxy reveals blue supergiants,
plus a few stars of intermediate colour dominated by foreground stars, as well as
some red stars, some of which are native to Sextans A
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Figure 11.6: CMD for Sextans B. The red points in the right panel indicate the
position and number of Galactic stars on the colour-magnitude diagram as pre-
dicted by the Besançon model. The CMD of the galaxy reveals blue supergiants,
plus a few stars of intermediate colour dominated by foreground stars, as well as
some red stars, some of which are native to Sextans B.
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Figure 11.7: Isodensity contour maps of NGC 6822 for all the stars in the galaxy
as faint as 20 mag showing what is available down to Gaia’s limit. Levels are
(2.25, 2.5, 2.75, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 6.5)×104 deg−2.
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Figure 11.8: Isodensity contour maps of supergiant stars in NGC 6822. The
left panel contains the contour map for blue supergiants with 18 ≤ V ≤ 23 and
−0.4 ≤ B − V ≤ 0.3. Levels are (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, 17.5,
20, 22.5, 25, 26)×104 deg−2. The right panel shows the distribution of the red
supergiant stars with 16 ≤ V ≤ 20 and B − V ≥ 1.6. Levels are (0.6, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,
3, 3.5, 4, 4.5)×103 deg−2.
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11.2. Isopleth Maps

goes through a substantial part of the Galaxy. In other galaxies, the foreground
CMDs are nearly vertical, as one quickly runs past the edge of the dust plane.

The CMD of the galaxy reveals blue and red supergiants, plus a handful of
bright stars of intermediate colour which are dominated by foreground stars. As
can be seen from Figure 11.4 WLM is still relatively rich in massive stars, as
shown by the strength of the “plume” of blue stars with B − V ≤ 0.2.

Although Sextans B is more luminous than Sextans A (Table 9.1), it is clear
from comparing the CMDs (Figures 11.5 and 11.6) that there are considerably
more massive stars present in Sextans A. Both show some enhancement of bright
red stars over the adjacent foreground fields, so it is likely that these galaxies
contain some RSGs (Massey et al. 2007).

From our sample of six dwarf galaxies in the Local Group we consider only
NGC 6822 as probable for detection by Gaia. The rest of the galaxies might offer
a limited sample of blue supergiant stars and individual red supergiant stars.

11.2 Isopleth Maps

Figures 11.7, 11.9, 11.10, 11.11, and 11.12 show the isodensity contour maps of
the studied dIrr galaxies. Each figure contains two surface density maps - one for
all the stars in the galaxy as faint as V = 20 mag showing what is available down
to Gaia’s limit and the other shows the distribution of the bright massive stars
(BSGs) in these galaxies.

The contour levels were chosen manually for better clarity because neither
equidistant nor logarithmic levels gave the necessary detail. The levels are given
in each figure and the lowest levels in the left panels were selected in such a
way as to have a value higher than the stellar density predicted by the Besançon
Galaxy model in the direction towards each galaxy in the same solid angle as
the data available and for the same magnitude limit. The right panels contain
only the blue supergiant stars of each galaxy where there is almost no foreground
contamination.

From the CMD of the Phoenix dIrr galaxy (Figure 11.1 left) it is evident that
in Figure 11.9 left the bulk of stars resolved by Gaia comprises more red than
blue supergiants. Figure 11.9 right shows the distribution of main sequence stars
in the galaxy with B − V ≤ 0.3. The smoother appearance in comparison with
the magnitude limited left panel is due to the larger number of stars available for
the contour maps.

In NGC 6822 the stars accessible to Gaia are main sequence stars occupying
the central bar-like structure (Figure 11.7 left). The rest of the stellar content
seems beyond Gaia’s reach. Figure 11.8 right shows the density distribution of
main sequence stars (BSG) younger than ∼0.4 Gyr (Karampelas et al. 2009) with
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18 ≤ V ≤ 23 and −0.4 < B − V < 0.3. shows the distribution of the red supergiant
stars with 16 ≤ V ≤ 20 and B − V ≥ 1.6. The distribution of the BSG is very
similar to the distribution of the stars brighter than 20 mag. This is no surprise,
however, since only the brighter stars are accessible in these galaxies. The RSG
are far less numerous than the BSG but still their distribution is comparable to
the first two.

In IC10 again only the brightest and most massive stars in the central parts of
the galaxy will be detected by Gaia (Figure 11.10 left). In Figure 11.10 right the
young stars (0.0 < B − V < 0.8) cover the whole extent of the galaxy. We find a
slight contamination of foreground stars for this galaxy, as can be expected from
the CMD (Figure 11.3 right). Apart from that, it is interesting to note that the
centres of the density distributions in both panels do not coincide and the centre
of the brightest stars distribution is shifted towards the north.

Figure 11.11 left shows the distribution of the brightest stars in WLM. The
blue and red supergiants are smoothly distributed in the central parts of the
galaxy. The CMD (Figure 11.4 right) suggests that there might also be some
bright stars at intermediate colours, but they are probably dominated by the
foreground stars. Figure 11.11 right contains main sequence stars (B − V ≤ 0.2)
which extend over the whole body of the galaxy. For WLM there is again a
difference in the stellar distribution in the two panels. Here, however, there is no
displacement of the centres of the two distributions as in IC10. Instead, the blue
supergiants are distributed along the elongated shape of the body of the galaxy
and the brightest stars occupy only the central area.

Sextans A and Sextans B are the most distant galaxies in our sample at ∼
1.4 Mpc and a distance modulus of (m −M)0 ≈ 25.7. This is the reason very
few blue supergiants can be confidently identified, especially in Sextans B. Figure
11.12 shows the distribution of all stars in the galaxies down to 20 mag. The
number of main sequence stars (mostly blue supergiants), however, was too small
to produce reliable density maps of these galaxies.

11.3 Surface Density Profiles

In comparison with the Magellanic Clouds, in these galaxies there are not enough
brighter stars to confidently differentiate between stellar populations. This is
why it was decided to produce the RDPs for the whole galaxies only using stars
brighter than V ≈ 20 mag in order to investigate the stellar density distribution
as it will be observed by Gaia. In this way the RDPs can be directly connected
to the isodensity maps in the left panels of Figures 11.7, 11.9, 11.10, 11.11, and
Figure 11.12. The only exception is NGC 6822, where it was possible to produce
the RDPs for the main sequence stars younger than ∼0.4 Gyr using stars with
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Figure 11.9: Isodensity contour maps of Phoenix. The left panel contains the
contour map for all the stars in the galaxy as faint as 20 mag showing what is
available down to Gaia’s limit. Levels are (3, 4, 5, 6, 6.5, 7, 7.4)×103 deg−2. The
right panel shows the distribution of the bright massive stars in the galaxy with
B − V ≤ 0.3. Levels are (1.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80)×103 deg−2.
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Figure 11.10: Isodensity contour maps of IC10. The left panel contains the
contour map for all the stars in the galaxy as faint as 20 mag showing what is
available down to Gaia’s limit. Levels are (3.5, 4, 4.5, 4.9, 5.1, 5.3)×104 deg−2.
The right panel shows the distribution of the bright massive stars in the galaxy
with B − V ≤ 0.8. Levels are (0.7, 1.5, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70)×104 deg−2.
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Figure 11.11: Isodensity contour maps of WLM. The left panel contains the
contour map for all the stars in the galaxy as faint as 20 mag showing what is
available down to Gaia’s limit. Levels are (2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12)×103 deg−2.
The right panel shows the distribution of the bright massive stars in the galaxy
with B − V ≤ 0.2. Levels are (0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40)×104 deg−2.
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Figure 11.12: Isodensity contour maps of Sextans A and Sextans B for all the
stars in the galaxy as faint as 20 mag showing what is available down to Gaia’s
limit. Levels for Sextans A are (3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 12.2)×103 deg−2 and
for Sextans B are (2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 3.8, 4.1, 4.3, 4.5, 4.7, 4.9)×103 deg−2.
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11.3. Surface Density Profiles
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Figure 11.13: RDPs for Phoenix (left) and NGC 6822 (right) fitted with
exponential-disk (red line) and King profiles (blue line). Below each profile are
the residuals from the fit.
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Figure 11.14: RDPs for NGC 6822 blue supergiants (left) with 18 ≤ V ≤ 23 and
−0.4 ≤ B −V ≤ 0.3 and red supergiants (right) with 16 ≤ 20 and B −V ≥ 1.6 fitted
with exponential-disk (red line) and King profiles (blue line). Below each profile
are the residuals from the fit.
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Figure 11.15: RDPs for IC10 (left) and WLM (right) fitted with exponential-disk
(red line) and King profiles (blue line). Below each profile are the residuals from
the fit.
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Figure 11.16: RDPs for Sextans A (left) and Sextans B (right) fitted with
exponential-disk (red line) and King profiles (blue line). Below each profile are
the residuals from the fit.
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11.3. Surface Density Profiles

18 < V < 20 and −0.4 < B − V < 0.3 and the red supergiants with 16 ≤ V ≤ 20 and
B − V ≥ 1.6.

The radial density profiles are presented in Figures 11.13, 11.14, 11.15, and
11.16. The best fit of both models is displayed in each figure - the exponential-
disk with a red line and the King profiles with a blue line. The exponential disk
and King models used are presented both in detail in Chapter 2. In all figures
error bars show the Poisson errors. Additionaly, the residuals below each profile
reveal the preferred model and show the dominant model for each part of the
galaxy.

The structural parameters obtained from the model fitting are presented in
Table 11.1. Column (1) contains the designations of the galaxies. Columns
(2) and (3) contain the central density of objects f0D and the scale length hD

respectively for the exponential disk model (Eq. 2.5). Columns (4)-(7) contain
the central density of objects f0K , the core radius rc, the tidal radius rt where
available, and the concentration parameter cp for the King model (Eq. 2.6).

Figure 11.13 left shows the RDP of the Phoenix dwarf. Phoenix is located
in an area with lower density of Galactic stars. However, this is not enough to
obtain a quality profile of this galaxy because the stellar density is not sufficient.
Therefore, even with the use of the residuals we cannot safely distinguish between
the exponential disk and the King model for this galaxy.

NGC 6822 is the galaxy with the geatest chance to provide resolved stars for
Gaia. In contrast to the other galaxies from our sample NGC 6822 stars seem to
be distributed on an exponential disk and the attempt to fit a King profile is not

Table 11.1: Structural parameters derived from the observed RDPs with the
adopted theoretical models (exponential-disk and King profiles). The central
density of objects f0D and the scale length hD for the exponential disk model
(Eq. 2.5) are in columns (2) and (3). Columns (4)-(7) contain the central density
of objects f0K , the core radius rc, the tidal radius rt where available, and the
concentration parameter cp for the King model (Eq. 2.6).

Name f0D hD f0K rc rt cp
[arcmin−2] [arcmin] [arcmin−2] [arcmin] [arcmin]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Phoenix 8.8 ± 1.7 0.43 ± 0.09 8.7 ± 1.3 0.31 ± 0.06 – –
NGC 6822 23.9 ± 4.5 8.2 ± 1.8 116.6 ± 9.2 0.37 ± 0.04 – –
NGC 6822 BSG 209 ± 23 1.9 ± 0.2 242 ± 36 1.10 ± 0.17 – –
NGC 6822 RSG 6.3 ± 0.9 2.6 ± 0.4 14.6 ± 1.8 0.48 ± 0.07 – –
IC10 13.7 ± 2.6 9.5 ± 2.8 53.3 ± 6.8 0.26 ± 0.06 – –
WLM 18.0 ± 2.7 0.57 ± 0.08 19.8 ± 1.7 0.36 ± 0.04 19 ± 33 1.72
Sextans A 34.1 ± 4.9 0.27 ± 0.05 40.4 ± 3.4 0.22 ± 0.03 2.6 ± 0.7 1.07
Sextans B 9.9 ± 2.1 0.5 ± 0.1 12.9 ± 1.5 0.38 ± 0.05 3.3 ± 1.1 0.94
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as successful (Figure 11.13 right). This is even clearer from Figure 11.14 which
shows the RDPs for the blue and red supergiants in the left and right panel,
respectively. Both density distributions are fitted quite well with an exponential
disk model (Eq. 2.5). The King law also manages to fit the distribution, only
around ∼3 arcmin from the centre the King model slightly underestimates the
stellar density of the blue supergiants. In the case of the RSGs, however, the
King law fails.

IC10 is in a region of the sky heavily contaminated with Milky Way stars.
This is also obvious from Figure 11.10 left. This combined with the elongated
shape of IC10 makes the fitting of the RDP less successful. The central parts of
the galaxy containing the brightest stars up to a distance of ∼ 2 arcmin from the
centre of the galaxy is fitted well by the King profile at first glance. On closer
inspection, however, it seems that both models have difficulties fitting the density
distributions of this star-burst galaxy.

For the WLM dwarf irregular galaxy it is evident from Figure 11.11 that the
King law provides a good fit to the available data not only in the central parts
but also in the outer parts. Due to the less regular shape of WLM and especially
IC10, which is also reflected in the profiles, the fit is not perfect. However, it is
still better than the fit with the exponential disk model.

The galaxies which are at the largest distances are Sextans A and Sextans B,
which means that there are very few stars which Gaia will be able to resolve and
detect. As can be seen in Figure 11.16 the small angular size of the galaxies com-
bined with the low number of resolved stars makes it very difficult to obtain any
valuable information about their structural parameters from the radial density
profiles. Test model fitting was performed with the models described in Chapter
2. From the data available and up to a distance of ∼2 arcmin from the centre of
the galaxy it seems that the King law offers a reasonable fit. However, considering
the fact that the number of resolved stars is so limited it is not unexpected that
the obtained parameters are extremely unreliable.

11.4 Discussion

It is common for dIrr galaxies to have patchy distributions of young, blue stars
but smoother and more extended distributions of older, redder stars that follow
exponential or King surface density profiles (Mateo 1998). All of the galaxies,
with the exception of NGC 6822, are too faint to actually see this irregularity in
the distribution of the younger stellar component and too far away to provide a
reasonable density profile.

Data form the Local Group Galaxies Survey project was used to study the
spatial distribution of six dwarf irregular galaxies - Phoenix, NGC 6822, WLM,
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IC10, Sextans A, and Sextans B. Isodensity maps were obtained for two subsets
of the data - first, for the stars brighter than V = 20 mag in order to show what
is available down to Gaia’s limit, and second, for the bright massive stars (blue
supergiants) in these galaxies. Radial density profiles were used to obtain the
structural parameters of these galaxies by fitting theoretical models (exponential
and King profiles) to their density distributions. The structural parameters are
listed in Table 11.1.

The isodensity contour maps with the V = 20 mag limit give an initial idea
how much of the galaxies Gaia will actually see. Both the Gaia BP and RP
spectra have similar lengths in order to provide similar angular resolution, which
is able to deal with stellar densities of up to ∼ 7.5×105 deg−2 (Jordi and Carrasco
2007). This means that none of the galaxies will be crowded (although NGC 6822
and IC10 seem close judging by the maximum stellar density from Figures 11.7
and 11.10) and stars will be more or less resolved. On the other hand there will
be very few supergiant stars that are probably going to be detected anyway.

The RDPs indicate in all cases the King law as marginally the dominant
model. The only exception is NGC 6822, where the exponential law is more ap-
propriate. Although NGC 6822 and Phoenix are at the same distance, NGC 6822
is more massive and luminous than Phoenix. Thus, the density profiles are based
on more stars and this can be the reason for this difference. The rest of the
galaxies are located at larger distances and there are not enough stars which are
bright enough to produce reliable surface density profiles.

On the other hand, comparing the values of the structural parameters for
NGC 6822 when using the whole data set with stars as faint as 24 mag with the
ones compiled by Mateo (1998) we find that the values for the core radius are in
fact the same. The difference in the values for the tidal radius is due to the smaller
area available in the survey we are using data from - the quoted tidal radius in
Table 3 of Mateo (1998) is 40±10 arcmin, whereas our data goes out to ∼15 arcmin
from the centre of the galaxy. We believe that the difference in the exponential
scale lengths is due to the fact that we are using star counts for the density
distribution and not surface brightness. G. Nikolov (private communication) has
shown that the structural parameters obtained from surface brightness usually
underestimate the stellar density in crowded regions where the most massive stars
dominate.

IC10 is considered the only LG analog of starburst galaxies and a fundamental
laboratory for the analysis of massive young stars and evolved intermediate-mass
stars. Even though it has been the cross-road of several investigations, its struc-
tural parameters and in particular its radial extent are poorly defined (Bono et al.
2010). Sadly, Gaia will not be able to contribute much for IC10 since almost all
of the massive blue stars will not be accessible given the V = 20 mag limit. This
is obvious from Figures 11.3 and 11.10.
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Concluding Remarks
The current study had two main goals. We have presented the results concerning:

1. the investigation of the spatial distribution of stellar populations in nearby
galaxies, expected to be resolved in stars by Gaia. These are part of the
extra-galactic objects to be simulated in the framework of the Gaia mission
preparation. The main targets were the Large and Small Magellanic Clouds,
along with six dwarf irregular galaxies in the Local Group - NGC 6822,
WLM, IC10, Phoenix, Sextans A and Sextans B;

2. the implementation of results from this investigation in the Gaia Universe
Model. Catalogues of stars known to be part of both the Large and Small
Magellanic Clouds and their characteristics (BV I magnitudes) were pro-
vided to be used for simulations, including parameters such as Right As-
cension, Declination, V magnitude, V − I colour, G magnitude, distance,
radial velocities, proper motions, surface gravity log g, effective tempearture
Teff , metallicity [Fe/H], α enhancement [α/Fe], and extinction AV .

Initially a list of requirements (coverage, completeness, depth) for the data
sources was created in order to account for the specific needs of the Gaia Universe
Model. Various catalogues were considered but many of them did not satisfy most
of our requirements, like SuperCOSMOS, MC2, and the UBVR CCD survey. In
fact, some of them actually did not satisfy any of the requirements, like the MACS.
On the other hand, there were also catalogues, which presented an acceptable
compromise and in the end they were approved to be used for this study. The
three data sources finally selected were the Magellanic Clouds Photometric Survey
(Zaritsky et al. 2002, 2004), the 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006), and catalogues
of carbon stars, produced by Rebeirot et al. (1993), Morgan and Hatzidimitriou
(1995), and Kontizas et al. (2001).

The survey by Massey et al. (2007) has allowed us to study a few more galaxies
other than the Magellanic Clouds - NGC 6822, WLM, IC10, Phoenix, Sextans A,
and Sextans B. It provided a good sample of interesting galaxies in the Local
Group with various properties and at various distances. They have all been
observed and reduced in a consistent way and because of the small angular sizes
of the galaxies the coverage is excellent. Some of these galaxies might be resolved
in stars by Gaia (NGC 6822), and others might not due to the larger distance
(Sextans A, Sextans B).

The results we obtained from the isopleth maps for the inner region of the
Magellanic Clouds and the fairly azimuthally symmetric elliptical exponential
profile of the older SMC stars is consistent with the general trend of more frag-
mented young stellar components and smoother and more regular intermediate
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age and older populations (Gonidakis et al. 2009; Nidever et al. 2011). The stellar
distribution in all dwarf galaxies appears smooth and without the patchiness, seen
in the distribution of the distribution of the young population in the Magellanic
Clouds. In these galaxies there are not enough young bright stars to produce
their isodensity maps and the isodensity maps are dominated by the much more
numerous older populations.

Then, radial density profiles (RDPs) were used to obtain the stellar distribu-
tion in the galaxies. The RDPs for the SMC from the MCPS show that both the
exponential-disk and the King models can be used to describe the stellar distribu-
tion. The distribution of the youngest stars is almost equally well fitted by both
models but the oldest stars definitely follow the King law. Such a difference is
not observed in the LMC, where the exponential-disk model seems slightly better.
This is possibly due to the relatively smaller area available for the LMC, which
is dominated by the younger stars. A similar behaviour is observed in the RDPs
from 2MASS. Both the younger and the older stars in the LMC are distributed
on an exponential disk, while the radial density distribution of the SMC is better
described by the King profile.

The RDPs of the other six dwarf irregular galaxies indicate in all cases the
King law as marginally the dominant model. The only exception is NGC 6822,
where the exponential law is more appropriate. Although NGC 6822 and Phoenix
are at the same distance, NGC 6822 is more massive and luminous than Phoenix.
Thus, the density profiles are based on more stars and this can be the reason for
this difference. The rest of the galaxies are located at larger distances and there
are not enough stars which are bright enough to produce reliable surface density
profiles.

The structural parameters of the LMC and SMC from fitting a King or an
exponential model to the RDPs obtained from the adopted data sets in the var-
ious catalogues (MCPS, 2MASS, and carbon stars) are listed in Table 6.2. The
structural parameters of the other six dwarf galaxies (NGC 6822, WLM, IC 10,
Phoenix, Sextans A, and Sextans B) from the adopted data set are listed in Table
11.1.

Comparing the values of the structural parameters for NGC 6822 when using
the whole data set with stars as faint as 24 mag with the ones compiled by
Mateo (1998) we find that the values for the core radius are in fact the same.
We believe that the difference in the exponential scale lengths is due to the
fact that we are using star counts for the density distribution and not surface
brightness. G. Nikolov (private communication) has shown that the structural
parameters obtained from surface brightness usually underestimate the stellar
density in crowded regions where the most massive stars dominate.

It was shown that there is a system of young objects more concentrated in
the central region of the Large Magellanic Cloud with a position angle almost
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perpendicular to the other system. Of course the inclination of the LMC is small
(almost face-on), allowing the difference to be seen. The two systems in the LMC
have been previously mentioned, and are explained as one result of the interaction
between the Milky Way galaxy and the Magellanic Clouds.

From the carbon stars isopleth maps in the LMC, it was also shown that
two different systems exist with a core radius of 3.3 ± 0.1 deg for the faint and
0.9 ± 0.1 deg for the bright carbon stars. An exponential model also shows such
a difference in the scale height, 1.69 ± 0.07 deg and 0.98 ± 0.05 deg, respectively,
revealing a smaller central system of more massive carbon stars. A similar result
has been observed for the young clusters in the LMC by Kontizas et al. (1990),
Dottori et al. (1996), and Bica et al. (2008).

Additionaly, fitting the surface density profiles with both the exponential and
the King-like profile suggests that the LMC disk scale length is about twice the
SMC value. A similar behaviour is detected also for the carbon stars (see Table
6.2). This ratio of hD in both Clouds is evident also for both the young and old
stellar populations from 2MASS data and all but the youngest groups of stars
from MCPS data.

Although the Magellanic Clouds are assumed to be irregular galaxies, it also
seems that the older populations appear to behave as tidally truncated systems,
even if they do not show obvious radial symmetry. From Table 6.2 we can see that
the parameters of the fitting for the young stellar populations are inconclusive.
However, this is no surprise, because even if the bulk of the stars show some radial
symmetry, this is not the case for the young bright stars. Both their contour
maps and their radial density profiles do not support such an assumption. This
is anticipated since clumping of star-forming regions dominates their distribution.

One of the goals of the current study was the investigation of the spatial
distribution of stellar populations in nearby galaxies, expected to be resolved in
stars by Gaia. These are part of the extra-galactic objects to be simulated in
the framework of ESA’s Gaia mission preparation by the Data Processing and
Analysis Consortium.

Simulations of the Magellanic Clouds have been implemented Robin et al.
(2012) by including a catalogue in the Universe Model and providing parameters
such as Right Ascension, Declination, V , V − I, G, distance, radial velocities,
proper motions, log g, Teff , [Fe/H], [α/Fe], and the extinction AV . Catalogues
of stars known to be part of both Clouds (LMC and SMC) and their charac-
teristics (BV I magnitudes) have been obtained from the literature. Magellanic
Clouds Photometric Survey was a good source because its spatial resolution is
comparable to that of Hubble Space Telescope and it is complete down to V ≈ 20.
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Future Opportunities

Although with the current study we have achieved our goals of investigating the
stellar distribution in the Magellanic Clouds and several dwarf irregular galaxies
in the Local Group and consequently providing the means to implement the Mag-
ellanic Clouds for simulations in the framework of the Gaia mission preparation
by DPAC, there are some interesting aspects of this work which were not within
the primary subject of the current study but which are maybe worth pursuing
independently.

Of course, the first thing that comes to mind when considering how the anal-
ysis can be improved is to use more ground-based surveys to complement the
already used data. These would have to be deeper and to provide a better cover-
age of the galaxies. It would also be desirable that they include the inter-Cloud
region, where the SMC tail is located and the Magellanic Stream begins.

The VISTA near-infrared Y JKs survey of the Magellanic System might pro-
vide such an opportunity (Cioni et al. 2011). This survey aims to obtain Y JKs
band photometry across the system down to Ks = 20.3 at S/N=10. This sensitiv-
ity corresponds to the bottom of the red giant branch field stellar population and
allows the determination of the global spatially resolved star formation history
with unprecedented quality and the construction of a three-dimensional map of
the system.

Another possible improvement in the analysis of the stellar spatial distribution
is not to stop with the radial density profiles but to study the galaxies in parts.
The difference in the line-of-sight depths between the south-east and north-west
sides of the SMC suggests a possible explanation for the lack of centration between
the inner and outer distributions. This asymmetry can be studied further by
dividing the galaxy in sections and obtaining the star counts in these separate
parts.

The prospect of Gaia astrometry motivated An et al. (2012) to perform a
detailed study of the use of proper motions in mass estimators. Particularly in
the case of the Milky Way, the proper motions are crucial as the line-of-sight
velocity closely coincides with the radial velocity as measured from the Galactic
Centre. Hence, proper motions from Gaia will provide new information on the
velocity anisotropy that is not available in the line-of-sight velocities alone.

The photometric aspect of the Gaia mission is also eagerly anticipated. Even
if the distances to the Magellanic Clouds are not known precisely, they can be
considered at a fixed distance with only moderate depth and therefore the dif-
ference in apparent magnitude can be interpreted as a difference in luminosity.
This is why the Magellanic Clouds have offered such a high scientific potential.
Gaia, as a wholesky survey, will observe the Magellanic clouds, as well as the halo
and the plane of the Galaxy (with parallaxes). The inter-comparison of differ-
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ent populations of standard candle classes with a single instrument will have an
enourmous impact, since, for the first time, they can be calibrated to a homoge-
neous reference (Eyer et al. 2012).

With the current instrumentation (wide-area multi-object spectrographs on
8 − 10m class telescopes) the use of the near-infrared CaII triplet lines from in-
termediate resolution spectroscopy has proven to be a valuable tool for providing
accurate line-of-sight velocities and [Fe/H] measurements over a wide [Fe/H]
range within the Local Group. These samples have allowed us to greatly improve
our knowledge of the large scale metallicity and kinematics properties of the Milky
Way satellites, uncovering in several of these systems the presence of metallicity
and velocity gradients, multiple stellar components and allowing more accurate
mass determinations. At its outskirts, however, there are challenges limiting the
variety of galaxy types and environments that we can explore at a similar degree
of detail. Future ground-based facilities such as the European Extremely Large
Telescope (E-ELT) will be needed to carry out resolved stellar population studies
at larger distances (Battaglia 2011).

The Gaia simulator is now in a mature state. As of the end of 2011 it is
stable. The simulator (which includes the Gass, Gibis and Gog) relies on the
Universe Model to obtain the astronomical sources to be observed by Gaia. The
Universe Model includes information on the Milky Way, resolved galaxies (Large
and Small Magellanic Clouds), extragalactic objects (QSOs, unresolved galaxies),
Solar System objects, exoplanets. Our contribution was therefore quite important
- the ultimate goal of our studies was to provide the means to simulate the
Magellanic Clouds in the framework of the Gaia mission preparation.

This was done by providing catalogues of Magellanic Clouds stars to DPAC/
CU2 which included the following parameters: Right Ascension, Declination, V ,
V − I, log g, Teff . The other necessary parameters (distance, radial velocities,
proper motions, [Fe/H], [α/Fe], and the extinction AV ) were obtained from
the literature. For now more detailed data on various stella populations is not
required. However, providing an actual model of the Magellanic Clouds as it has
been done over the years for the Milky Way seems the logical next step.
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